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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Transaction between GTE Corporation and ) 
Bell Atlantic Corporation, where by GTE will 1 
become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bell 1 
Atlantic 1 
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Undocketed for Internal Affairs 
Filed: January 11 ,  1999 

COMMENTS 
OF 

AT&T COM MUNICAT IONS O,-RN STATE S. INC. 

AT&T Communications of the Southern States, Inc. (“AT&T”), pursuant to the January 5 ,  

1999 Notice, hereby submits its comments to the Florida Public Service Commission 

(“Commission”) on the proposed GTE-Bell Atlantic merger. As is discussed below, this 

Commission should advise the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) that this merger is 

not in the public interest and will not advance competition in FIorida, and therefore should be denied. 

A. INTRODUC TION 

At the Internal Affairs meeting of January 4, 1999, this Commission decided to seek 

comments from interested persoas regarding the impacts on competition, market power, and 

economic development resulting from the proposed merger of G‘TE Corporation (“GTE”) and Bel1 

Atlantic Corporation (“Bell Atlantic”). 

Notwithstanding the Commission’s limited authority under section 364.33, Florida Statutes, 

and its December 7, 1998 Order in Docket No. 98 1252-TP, such an inquiry is appropriate and 

necessary since this Commission is in the best position to fully apprise the FCC of the merger’s 

impact on Florida. As AT&T demonstrates below, for Floridians this merger fails the required 

public interest and pro-competition standards of Federal law and should be denied by the FCC. 
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AT&T has petitioned the :FCC to deny the Bell Atlantic-GTE application, and a copy of that 

Petition is attached to these Comments as Attachment “A”. AT&T’s FCC Comments identify four 

reasons for denying the merger: 

I. The merger would only further impede efforts to open to competition the 
monopoly markets in Bell Atlantic’s and GTE‘s territories and would enhance their 
ability to leverage that monopoly into other markets. 

11. The merger would violate section 271 of the Telecommunications Act of 
1996. 

111. The proposed merger would produce nu countervailing pro-consumer 
benefits . 

IV. Bell Atlantic’s response to the merger commitments imposed by the FCC 
in connection with its acquisition of NYNEX precludes approval of this application. 

AT&T believes that the information provided in its FCC Petition provides this Commission with the 

basic information it needs to advise the FCC. However, in order to best advise the FCC, this 

Commission should consider the:se four merger problems in light of Ihe Florida evidence, and 

provide the FCC with the Florida data that demonstrates the adverse consequences for Floridians. 

B.FOUR MERWR FRO BLEMS 

I. The merger would only further delay competition in Florida. 

The record in Florida demonstrates that approval of this merger would adversely impact 

competition in Florida by strengthening the incentive and ability of the merged company to thwart 

local competition and by enhancing its ability to price squeeze long distance competitors. 

At the outset, it must be noted that this merger represents a merger of two nionopolists before 

they have fulfilled their obligations to open their markets to competition. Bell Atlantic’s failure to 

obtain clearance under section 271 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (“1996 Act”) speaks 
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volumes regarding its noncompliance. Here in Florida, while GTE’s local subsidiary GTE Florida 

(‘‘GTEFL”) is not subject to section 271, it too has substantial progress to make to fully open its 

markets to cornpetition. These facts are demonstrated in this Commission’s December 1998, 

C ornpeti tion in Telecommu nicstions Ma rkets in Flo rida report to the Florida Legislature 

C‘W petition Repof). 

. .  The Competition R e p a  found a “modest rise in competitive activity in Florida,” but that 

“competitors’ share of the total a,ccess lines served has risen to approximately 1.8%, compared to 

.5% in 1997.” m p e  tition Rerw, at 36 and 46. These numbers demonstrate that significant 

barriers to local competition stiIl remain statewide in Florida. But a review of the ComPtltlan 

Report’s detailed information reveals that competition in GTEFL’s service territory is substantially 

less than even this weak average: only one GTEFL exchange (Mulbeny) shows more than 1 % ALEC 

penetration for residence lines with only 9 of GTEFL’s exchanges passing the 1% standard for 

business lines (Clearwater having the most active market with 4 competitors sharing some 5 to 

6.99% of the business access lines). Cornpet ition ReDofi, Table 3-4. By way of comparison, 

Tallahassee has greateE residential competition than Tampa, and Ft. Lauderdale and Orlando enjoy 

greater business line competition than Clearwater, St. Petersburg, or Tampa. Notwithstanding the 

large population concentration in the Tampa Bay area, the Compet ition ReD ort noted that 

competitors have not been concentrating on the GTEFL area. See Competition ReDort, at 7.  

. I  

The sorry state of local competition in GTEFL’s territory is borne out by the fact that only 

now the ALECS, almost 3 years after the passage of the 1996 Act, are just beginning to have 

sufficient operational experience with GTEFL that enables them to understand the shortcomings of 

GTEFL’s efforts to fully open its markets to competition. As a result of this experience, the 
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Commission has begun to receive complaints from the ALECs regarding GTEFL’s failures. 

Competition R e a  , at 48-50, Docket No. 981854-TP, Complaint filed December 11, 1998. 

These complaints demonstrate two fundamental realities: First, the rudimentary beginnings of 

competitive entry are much further behind in GTEFL’s area than even the limited start in 

BellSouth’s territory. Second, GTEFL appears to be engaging in the same types of discriminatory 

and anticompetitive entry obstacles as BellSouth. 

GTEFL’s record as a monopoly access provider is equally discouraging. GTEFL’s access 

charges remain substantially above cost and some twice as high as BellSouth’s access charges. 

Rates at these levels substantiate the price squeeze opportunities discussed in the AT&T Petition to 

the FCC (Attachment “A”, at 30-33). The ability to use these inflated access charge prices to price 

squeeze ALECs and IXCs out of the local and long distance markets will become even more 

dangerous if placed in the hands of a combined GTE-Belt Atlantic, which would have more 

resources and revenue to draw upon. 

The simple truth with this merger is that a combined GTE-Bell Atlantic would have greater 

opportunities and incentives to retain customers in GTEFL’s historic service territory and to 

withhold its entry into non-GTEFL markets. This merger would not speed the development of 

competition in GTEFL’s service areas nor accelerate the merged company’s entry into non-GTEFL 

areas. 

11. The merger violates section 271. 

This Commission should be critically concerned with the illegality of this merger under 

section 271 of the 1996 Act. While the issue of section 271 compliance may seem to be less of a 

direct concern to this Commission because GTE is not subject to section 271 and Bell Atlantic has 
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no local operations in Florida, approval of this merger by the FCC would directly and adversely 

affect Floridians. 

As the AT&T Comment:; discuss, the GTE interLATA facilities and services likely will 

become part of the merged company before Bell Atlantic obtains full section 27 1 compliance. This 

Commission has a vested interest in ensuring that evew Bell Operating Company subject to section 

27 1 review fully and completely csomplies with the Act before long distance entry, Softening section 

271 compliance review to permit pre-compIiance approval to Bell Atlantic or granting “transitional” 

approval would directly violate the 1994 Act for Bell Atlantic and establish an inappropriate 

precedent for the remaining Bell companies. The Congress made it clear in adopting section 271 

that rneaninpfd cornpetition can o:nly occur by full compliance with section 27 1 and other provisions 

of the 1996 Act. Bell Atlantic’s claimed benefits from permitting pre-compliance entry through the 

GTE interLATA operations, even if true (and they are not), would at best provide short term benefits 

that in the long run would underniine competition in Florida. 

1i1. The merger provides no pro-consumer benefits. 

GTE and Bell Atlantic claim that this merger is necessary to create a competitor big enough 

to enter local markets of other Bell operating companies. Again, the Florida data indicates that this 

merger is not necessary to create a viable local competitor outside the existing GTEFL local service 

territory in Florida. Moreover, approval of the merger would remove a significant potential 

competitor from the GTEFL service area. 

GTE and Bell Atlantic acknowledged in Docket No. 98 1252-TP that GTE Communications 

Corporation (“GTECC”) has a Florida ALEC certificate, and both GTE and Bell Atlantic have long 

distance company certificates from this Commission. Interestingly, GTE’s ALEC. GTECC, is the 
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only ALEC reported to be serving, throughout FIorida. &g Competition Regofi, Table 3- 1. As for 

ability to compete in other markets, GTE has substantially greater resources, capital and othenuise, 

than companies such as Intermedia, MET Communications, Phones for All, Utilicore, and WinStar, 

which are ALECs attempting services in GTEFL’s service territory even without GTEFL’s full 

compliance with the I996 Act. &g Comaetitian RepoG, at 48-50, Docket No. 981854-1‘P. 

Finally, GTEFL’s relatively compact and contiguous service territory and ubiquitous network, 

combined with its physical proximity to other cities experiencing competitive entry, provide GTEFL 

with significant opportunities to compete with other incumbent LECs. 

On the other hand, without the merger Bell Atlantic could be a formidable competitor to 

GTEFL in Florida. As is further diiscussed in Attachment “A”, Bell Atlantic certainly has the capital, 

managerial and technical capability, and name recognition to start local operations in Florida. 

Merger with GTE will not change any incentives to enter Florida, and would eliminate a potential 

competitor within the GTEFL area. 

The evidence in Florida canfms that this merger is not necessary for GTE or Bell Atlantic 

to become viable competitors. Indeed, the only present limitations on either company’s ability are 

those of will and not size. 

TV. Bell Atlantic has noit fulfilled its NYNEX merger obligations. 

Bell Atlantic’s failure to fully comply with commitments made as part of its acquisition of 

NYNEX should raise serious questions for this Commission regarding fulfillment of obligations 

under the 1996 Act and any special conditions the FCC may impose on Bell Atlantic. 

One of the hallmarks of local competitive entry is the fulfillment of numerous obligations 

by the incumbent LEC. Becausle ALECs are finally beginning to start operations in GTEFL’s 
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service territory, and experiencing many of the same problems experienced by new entrants in 

BellSouth’s territory, Bell Atlantic’s failure to comply with FCC conditions bodes ill for Floridians. 

If Bel1 Atlantic had fully complied with section 271 and the FCC’s conditions, some of the most 

significant barriers to competition in Bell Atlantic’s territory would be eliminated. This is not the 

case. With Bell Atlantic controlling GTE’s Florida service territory, Florida competitors face the 

prospect ofthe combined worse practices of GTE and Bell Atlantic. This is clcarly a situation of 

synergy run amok. 

c. CONCLUSION 

On the basis of these comments, and the information AT&T will provide at the Internal 

Affairs meeting on January 20, 1.999, this Commission should advise the FCC:, in the strongest 

possible language, that this proposed merger is not in the public interest and will not promote 

competition in Florida, and should, therefore, be denied. 

Respectfully submitted, this 1 lth day of January, 1999. 

Tracy Hatch, Esq. 
AT&T Communications of the 

MESSER, CAPARELLO & SELF, P.A. 
Post Office Box 1876 
Tallahassee, FL 32302-1 876 Southern States, Inc. 

Tallahassee, FL 32301 
101 N. Monroe Street, Suite 700 (850) 222-0720 

Attorneys for ATtPLT Communications of the Southern States, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been furnished by Hand Delivery (*) 
andlor U S .  Mail to the following parties of record this 1 lth day of January, 1999: 

Beth Keating, Esq.* 
Division of Legal Services 
Room 370, Gunter Building 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Kimberly Caswell, Esq. 
GTE Florida Tncorporated 
Post Office Box 110, FLTC0007 
Tampa, FL. 33601 

Monica Barone, Esq. 
Sprint Communications Company, L.P. 
3 I00 Cumberland Circle 
MaiIstop: GA ATLN0802 
Atlanta, GA 30339 
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Before the 
Federal Communications Commission 

Washington, DC 20554 

In the Matter 

GTE COW. 

Transferor, 

and 

BELL ATLANTIC COW. 

Transferee, 

For Consent to Transfer of Control 

CC Dockct 98-184 

PETITIOIN OF AT&T COW. TO DENY APPLICATION 

Pursuant to the Public Notice issued by the Commission on October 8, 1998, AT&T 

Corp. (“AT&T’) rtspectfully submits this petition to deny the joint Application of Bell AtIantic I 

Corp. (“Bell AtIantic”) and GTE COT. (“GTE“) (collectivciy “Applicants”) for authority to 

transfer control of GTE’s licenses to Bell Atlantic. 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

As the three-year anniversary of the 1996 Telecommunications Act ( W e  Act”) 

approaches, it d n s  painfilly e l w  that the Act’s ccmal objective of meaningful local 

exchange competition and choice for customers has not rmotdy been realized, and that thc 

campaigns of mssive resi!;tanct waged by Applicants, dong with the other large incumbent 

local exchange carriers c(LIICsn), are the reason. The pending LEC mtrgcrs, if approved, would 

make the Act’s objective even more difficult to achieve. When there wcre tight large incumbent 

LECeseven  Regional Bell Operating Companies (“RBQCs”) and GTE-new entrants faced 
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significant barriers to competing SucCessfdly in the local market. These Iatest mergers, by 

siving the combined entitie!; e m  greater pods Of access and other monopoly profits from which 

to entrench their bottleneck monopolies, by inmasing even further the incumbent LECs' 

incentives and abilities tcr preserve those monopolies in order to justify these massive 

investments, and by establishing a market structure in which the nation's access lints may be 

largely divided between, in effect, a BdI East and a Bel1 West, would strengthen those bam'crs 

even more. 

To obtain approval of these transfers Qf control, Bet1 Atlantic and GTE must show that 

their merger would serve the: public interest by mhanchg competition. As discussed in d&il in 

Section I, this transaction ,would accomplish precisely the opposite. It would enhance the 

Applicants' incentives and abilities to exclude local competitors by discriminating against them. 

It would eliminate one of the: most likely near-term entrants into each Applicant's territories: the 

other AppIicant. It would hurther makc maintenance of the slutits qrro, in which no RBOC 

competes with another in their home markets, wen more likely. h d  while increasing 

Applicants' ability to further entrench their local monopolies, the merger would makc it far more 

difficult for the Commission to detect such market power abuses because it would eliminate the 

independent decisionmaking between two of the largest incumbcnt LECs that s e w s  as a source 

of benchmarks. In these and othcr ways, it would make it significantly more difficult, if not 

impossible, for the prwampetition and pro-consumer goals of the Act to be r d i r t d ,  and f0r the 

Commission to c m y  out its regulatory responsibilities and continue to address the enormous 

challenge of opening these hi storicaII y closed markets, 

Further, as explained in Section 11, the merger would sqwely violate Section 271 of the 

Act, 47 U.S.C. 3 271, by traasfemng to Bel[ AtIantic all of GTE's long-distance and Internet 
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backbone operations, both of which provide interLATA services originating in 3til Atlantic’ 5 

region. Remarkably, AppliicantS confine their discussion of this dispositive problem to a two- 

sentence footnote, in which they state only that (a) they “hope[]”* that Be11 Atlantic will rertive 

Section 271 authorizations in aII the necessary States prior to CQnSUmation ofthis aquishioq 

and @) if Bell Atlantic docs not do so, it will ask the Commission for “transttional” relief from 

Section 271. But there is no factual basis for Applicants’ “hope,” and no legal basis for such 

transitional rdief. 

The fact that the melrgcr would violate Section 271 means that no txamination of alleged 

pro-competitive benefits is necessary; the Commission could not approve an unlawful merger 

even if it found other benefits wodd be obtained. h d  even apart from this dispositive 

deficiency, the overwhelming evidence that the merger will allow Applicants to further entrench 

their local monopolies would render their claims regarding the putative public interest benefits 

arkin3 from the merger, w e n  if true, tvhoIIy insufficient to render the merger in the public 

interest. 

In all events, howrevcr, each of Applicants’ claims of countervailing public interest 

benefits is tither contrived, trivid, or both. The centerpiece of those claims-Bell Atlantic’s 

purported “commitment” to enter out-of-region local markete i s  particularly hallow. This 

merger will retard, not advance, LEC out-of-region entry because it nuIIifsts the Applicants’ 

specific prior plans and efforts to wrnpete in one another’s regions. By con- Bell Atlantic 

and GTE have couchd their Application in language specifically designed to avoid any 

obligation to enter other out-of-region markets should the merger be approved. And in any case, 

these claimed bentfits could be obtained even if Applicants maintained their separate identities, 

and thus can have no bearing on whether the merger &odd be approved. Scb Section m. 
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Applicants’ discussicin ofthese issues reveals that they will IiteralIy say anflhing to gain 

its approval, For example, Applicants claim that the proposed mtrgtr is pro-competitive because 

GTE has “proximate” facilities in the suburbs of major markets like Los hgeles, Dallas, Tampa 

and SeattIe that would “tnablc” entry into those markets by the combined entity. Yet Applicants 

simuItaneousIy claim that CITE C d d  not economically enter major Bell Atlantic markets like 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Richmond, Ilirginia, and Washington, D.C. , even thou& GTE: controls 

extensive network facilities that art ust as close to these cities as GTE’s facilities a e  to Los 

Angelts, Datlas, Tampa and, Seattle. Not ody daes this claim defy Iogic on its face, but Bell 

Atlantic’s statements that it needs GTE’s “proximate” suburban facilities to “cnable” it to 

compete in major out-of-,region markets must also, be placed against Bell Atlantic’s 

representations to the Commission in the Bell Atlantic-WNEX Corp. (‘LWIEX’) merger 

proceeding that its facilities in Northern New Jersey did not facilitate its entry into New York 

City. 

Similarly, Bell Adaatic and Gl€ claim that they must combine into a super-RBOC, with 

annual operating revenues OF $53 billion and market capitalization of over 5125 billion, in order 

to make it possible for them to compete in other local exchange markets. At the same time, they 

contend that each is somehow subject today to Vigorous competition within its region fiom a 

multitude of fledgling entrants that have only a fraction of each Applicant’s curtent she, and 

have none of the advsntages of already being M incumbent monopoIy. Both of these asstrtions 

cannot be m e - a n d ,  in fact, both are false. Rather, as Applicants arc well a w e ,  the chief 

obstacle to local compaitim is not lack of access to capital, but that incumbent LECs such as 

Bell AtIantic and GTE htve done everything in their power to make network tltmcnts 
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unavailable and othtrwise to thwart implementation of the Act. The merger will do nothing to 

remedy this hndamental obstacle to meaningful competitive entry. 

Applicants also resort to semantic gymnastics to try to explain why h y  art not, after all, 

likely competitors. Just as it did when seeking permission to merge with NYNEX, Bell Atlantic 

claims it had “no relevant plans” to wrnpttt in nearby outsf-region markets. But in reality (to 

take one example), Bell Atlantic has been actively negotiating with Cox Communications to use 

that eamer’s fiber facilities tcl provide local services in GTE’s territories. 

This Application thus presents multiple grounds for denial and none that would justify a 

grant. In particular, this is not a transaction whose anticompetitive implications can be saved by 

the imposition of conditions. That was the course the Commission followed the last time BtIt 

Atlantic sought approval for such a merger, for the Commission concluded that only wirh pro- 

competitive conditions could the BelI Atlantic-NYNEX merger be compatible with the public 

Interest. Bel1 AtIantic then immediately proceeded, however, to declare those conditions-in 

Bell Atlantic‘s own words-a “dead letter,” both substantively meaningless and unenforceable 

by the Commission. See Section IV. Moreover, Applicants themselves have recognized that 

because of their SUCC~SKS to $ate in thwarting hll implementation ofthe Act, any conditions that 

are likely to be imposed would be toothless. According to Bel1 Atlarrtic’s Genetal Counsel, 

Applicants have sufficient “regulatory headroom” so that even if they had to make merger 

commitments to secure this Commission’s approval, they could “make soma concessions that 

look good, but [that have] rally no impact on business.” Bell Atlantic-GTE Press Cod. (July 

30, 1998). 

This latest merger proposal thus calk to mind the old Scorrish prom% “Fool me once, 

shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me.” See Filiorumo v. Johmton, ternan & Ca, Inc,  700 
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F. Supp. 572, 580 n.5 (D.D.C. 1988). If the Commission reaches the same point in its analysis of 

this merger as it did in 3eil Atlantic’s last merger proceeding and concludes--as it must--that M 

unconditioned approval wodd set back competition rather than advance it, then the Application 

cannot be saivagtd by the imposition of conditions. It should simply be denied. 

ARGUMENT 

The standard for reviewing this Application is well established. In order to m s f c r  the 

licenses at issue in this proceeding, Applicants must prove the transaction ’ ‘ s t ~ v e [ s ~  the “public 

interest.” 47 U.S.C. § 31OEd). In this Context, that means that Applicants must shoulder the 

burden of afimativeIy demonstrating that their proposed mtrser enhances competition. 

AppIicutions of NYNEX Cwp. and Bell Atlaniic Cop. for Conreni to Tranrfer Control of 

:WUCorp.,  12 FCC Rcd. 19885,7l7 2-3 (1997) (“BA-iWllrExMerger Order”). Moreover, in 

approving the merger bctwccn Bell Atlantic and NYBEX, the Commission stated that, in light of 

the ”impact of the dtciininp; number of large incumbent LECs on (he] Commission’s ability to 

carry out properly its responsibilities to ensure just and reasonable rates, to constrain market 

. power in the absence of competition, and to ensure the fair development of competition,” all 

subsequent such applicants8 must meet “an dzi ioml burden beyond hat applied to Be11 

Atfantic and NyNExl in establishing that a proposed rnmger will, on balance, be pro- 

competitive and therefore stwe the public interest, convenience and necessity." BA-NDEX 

Merger Order 1 26 (emphasis added); se8 also ‘‘Consumers Fir*” Runarks of Commissioner 

Susan Ness Before the Consumer Federation of America Utility Conference, at 5 (Oct. 1, 1998) 

(“Remarks of Commissioner Ness”) (“We must, and we Will, rwkw WOC mergers] cartfirlly. 

We must, and we wilI, ask hard questions. We must, and we will, center out public interest 

analysis on the likely cfkts; on competition and on consumers.”). 
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Under that standard,, or any other that fccuses on the public interest, this merger cannot 

be defended or approved. .As demonstrated below, the consolidation of Bell Atlantic and GTE 

holds no prospect of enhancing competition, but, to the contrary, would substantially harm 

competition in local, long distance and data services markets and dissent the public interest. 

Moreover, Bell Atlantic’s response to the merger conditions imposed in connection with its 

acquisition of NYNEX precludes approval of this Application based on yet another set of 

conditions. 

I. THE MERGER WOULD ONLY FURTHER IMPEDE EFFORTS TO OPEN TO 
COMPE7lTION TZE MOSOPOLY LMARKETS IN BELL ATIANTTC’S AND 
GTE’S TERNTORES AND WOULD ENHANCE m13R ABILITY TO 
LEVERAGE TEMT MOXOPOLY IXTO OTHER hL4RKETS 

As Applicants have recognized, the B A - I W E X  Merger Order sets forth the “rigorous 

standard[]” under which this merger is to be reviewed. Petition to Deny of G E  sew. COT., CC 

Docket No. 97-21 I ,  at 4-6 (FCC Jan. 5, 1998) (“WE Pet. to Dtny”). In order to assess whether a 

merger is anticompetitive and for that re2son contrary to the public interest, the Cornmission must 

determine whether there are likely market participants that can overcome the significant entry 

barriers into the local exchange market and check the exercise of market power by the combined 

entity-either from unilateral or coordinated action. BR-MWEX Merger Order TlT 4546.’ In 

addition, the Cornmission must determine whether the merger reduces its ability “to dtveiop and 

enforce pro-competitive tules necessary to achieve cornpetition and dtitgulation.” Id 7T 47. 

These concerns takt on a “special significance” when, as here, the merger involves the acquisition 

of a potential new entrant by an incumbent monopolist baause “[elven if [the potential new 

These barriers include the staggtriag costs OC the assets ntcassary to enter, the specialized 
scrvicc skills needed to opcratt a local exchange network and the need to achieve a substantial 
market share to achieve economies of scale. These barriws would exist even if-ontrary to 

(continued. - .> 
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entrant] seems clcarly to be one of*sewaI firms which arc ‘equally probable’ potmtial enrrants, i t  

is important to preserve all thost significant possibilities of eroding the monopoly, and to prevent 

possible reinforcement of the monopolist’s position via the assets acquired.” Id. fi 66 11.155 

(quoting Phillip Areeda & Herbert Hovenkamp, 3 Antifmst Law 1 170d at 134-36 (1996)).2 

As demonstrated below, the Commission must reject the Application because this merger 

is patently anticompetitive and would, in at teast four independent respects, “eliminate or retard 

competition” in the local telephone markets in which Bell Atlantic and GTE maintain bottleneck 

control and in the adjacent long distance market. Id 9 48. First, the merger would strengthen 

Applicants’ incentive and ability to use thtir bottleneck facilities to foreclose the emergence of 

local competition. Second, the merger wouId eliminate one of the most significant potentia1 

entrants into each Applicant’s territory. Third, the merger would enhance Applicants’ ability to 

price squeeze thtir long distance competitors. Fourth, particularly when viewed in the context of 

the pending merger between he r i t ech  Corp. (“Xmtritech”) and SBC Communications, Inc. 

(“SBC”), if consummated, this merger would greatly facilitate maintenance of the status quo in 

which no RBOC competes in one another in core markets and would threaten the Iimittd 

competition that does exist for the development of innovative products and services. 

(. . . continued) 
fact-the Act had been fulty and faithfully implemented by Applicants. Id 

Likewise, even if a merger “doa not decrease the current level of competition,” it “does not 
s e m  the public interest’’ where it “impcdt[s] the development of future competition.” 
Memorandum Op. and Order, In tire Matter of Appficatim of WorUCom, Inc. md MCI 
Communications COT. for Transfer of Control of M c f  Communications CUT. to WoriYCom, 
hc . ,  CC Docket No, 97-211, 7 4 (FCC Sep. 14, 1998) (WCLWorrCiCom Merger Order”) 
(emphasis added). 
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A. The Principal Effect Of The Merger Would Be To Further Entrench 
Applicants’ Bottleneck Monopolies By En banting Applicants’ Incentives 
And Abilities To Raise Rivals’ Costs 

Applicants assert that this combination wiII resuIt in “more competitive markcts” 

including the emerging market for “bundled telecommunications products,” fubIic htertst 

Statement at 5, 9. Indeed, Applicants claim that this merger presents “ O ~ C  of the b m  possibie 

vehicles for achieving local competition under the 1996 Act.“ Id at 2. Nothing could bc firrthtr 

from the truth. In reality, Applicants have maintained their local monopolies since the adoption 

of the Act by abusing the market power resulting from their control of the bottleneck neworks 

that arc connected to each and wcry home and business and by repeatedly litigating to block 

d e s  governing access and interconnection to their networks. The proposed mcrgcr will only 

furrhzr entrench Appkants’ local service monopoiits by enhancing their incentive and 

capability to exclude competitors. 

1. Bell Atlantic and GTE Currently Face No Effective Competition 

As Applicants well know, they face no meanin#ul competition in their respective 

regions. That is why, despite Applicants’ repeated claims rqarding the level of competitors that 

they face, Public Interest Statement at 29-30; Stallard Decf. T I  17-18; Whtlan Dtcl. ll 7, their 

presentation lacks any market share data or objective evidence regarding the ability of this 

competition to restrain Applicants’ market power, In fact, the only “evidence” 

Applicants submit for their claims pertains only to two states-PtnnsyIvania and Virginia-and 

only for Bell Ahtic.  Id 

Sea id 

This absence of data contrasts sharply with GTE’s claims in ather conttXts regarding the 
obligations of applicants in proceedings such as these. In the MCI-WorIdCom proceeding, GTE 
asserted t h  the Commission could not approve a horizontal mcrgw on the basis of “bare 
assertions” regarding the level of competition each party faces. GTE Pet To D a y  at 9. Rather, 

(continued. . .) 
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Applicants’ desire to withhold real evidence is understandable. That is because these 

data s h ~ w  almost nonexistent market share for new entrants. For example, t&ng Bell Atlantic’s 

undocumented assertions regarding the level d competition in Pennsylvania and Virginia,‘ Bell 

Atlantic still controls appraximattly 96 percent and 98 percent of total switched access lines in 

its service areas in those respective states.’ Even in New York City, Ball Atlantic’s “most 

competitive” market, new entrants have captured only 6 percent of business customas. MCI- 

WorfdCom Merger Order 7 168. There has been SO little entry in GTE’s region that Applicants 

do not bother to provide even the most mdimentary quantitative estimates of competition that 

GTE faces. See generally Consumer Federation of America, Shnewalling Local Cornpethim: 

The Baby Bell Struiegv to Subverd the Teiecommunicutions Act cf I996 20 (1 998) (estimatiq 

that local competition affects little more than one percent of the local market and an even lower 

percentage of residential service). 

Nor are these figures likely to change in the near term because the Act’s principal 

vehicles for fostering immediate local competition are currently not viable. See genzrd(Y 

Comments ofAT&T to Update and Refresh the Record, CC Docket No. 96262 (FCC Oct. 26, 

(. . , continued) 
it stated, merger applicants shoulder the affirmative obligation to provide “studies” and ”data” 
regarding “their market shares, their facilities [and] the extent of their competitive overlaps.” Id 
at 5 ,  8-9 (citing BA-MWXMergm Order). GTE’s obscrvation about MCI and WorldCom is 
apt here: despite Applicam’ lofty claims of “extensive competition,’’ Public Interest Statement 
at 29, “[nlot only is thme no meat on their bones, but the bones themsclves are missing,” GTE 
Pet. to D a y  at 10. 

Applicams assert that in Pennsylvania that there are 245,000 facilities-bas4 lines and that Bell 
AtJantic has provided 76,000 resale Ihcs and 20,000 unbundled loops. Pubtic Intenst Statement 
at 29. Likewise, they assert that in Virginia that there are 40,000 facilities-based lints and that 
Belt Atlantic has provided 11,000 resale lines and 600 unbundled loaps. Id at 29-30. It should 
be noted, however, that Applicants do not define these t m s  and could be including their own 
unbundled loops in heir “facilities-based lints” totals. 

4 

Preliminary Statistics of Communications Common Caricrs at 140 (FCC 1997). S 
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1998) (explaining generally thc extent of incumbent LEC market power and the lack of local 

exchange competition). Without the availability of existing combinations of network elements, 

as a result of the Eighth Circuit’s decision in Iowa UtiIMes B m d  v. FCC6--or even a viable 

method for competitive LECs to combine network elements themselves-the major 

intermchange carriers r1XCs’’) have been farced to abandon broad-based entry that relies on the 

USE of incumbent LECs’ facilities. Likewise, even USX-tht “poster child“ for resellins local 

services-has announced that it io abandoning that means of entering the locd market because 

the discounts provided by incumbent LECs have made this means of entry uneconomical.’ 

Indeed, Applicants themselves admit that the economics of resale “art too unattractive” to permit 

competitive LEC entry in their regions. See Public Interest Statement at 30-33; Kissell Dtcl. 

4. And ~ i v e n  its staggering costs, extensive facilities-based competition in Applicants’ regions is 

not imminent. Sei Department of Justicfledcral Trade Commission 1992 Horizontal Merger 

Guidelines 5 3.1, reprinted in 4 Trade Reg. Rep. ll 13, I 04 ( 1992) (‘‘DOYFX Horizontal Merger 

Guidelines”) (“only those committed entry alternatives that can be achieved within two years 

. from initial planning to significant market impact” art relevant for determining potential of entry 

to mitigate the anticompetitive impaa of a merger). 

The absence of competition is  confirmed by Applicants’ own financial statements, Fur 

example, despite being B ratt.rtgulattd monopolist, GTE has reported rrmwrkabte return on 

equity: 36.5 percent (1997); 38.1 percent (1996); 37.9 percent (1995) and 46.2 percent (1994). 

GTE 1997 10-K at 15. Indeed, in its most rccmt IO-K, GTE reported “record growth in access 

lints and network usage” that fueled a 9 percent increase in local seryice revenues. Id at 18. 

117 F.3d 1068, on rehearing, 120 F.3d 753 (8* Cir, 1997), cert. granted, 118 S. Ct. S79 (1998). 

See Troubles of USN Call into Question Viability of Locai Resale at Current Discounted Rates, 

6 

7 

(continued f f .) 
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341 Atlantic likcwist recently reported substant id local service revenue srowth created by 

“[hligher use[] of [its] network faci.lities.” Bell Atlantic 1997 1 0 4  at 4.’ 

2. The Merger Would Enhance Applicants’ Incentives to Raise Rivals’ 
Costs and Foreclose Local Entry 

Given Applicants’ control of bottkneck facilities, and the high costs of duplicating those 

facilities, new entrants generally m s t  have access to Applicant$ networks in order to compete 

effectivciy. Applicants, of coutsC, have substantial incentives to deny such access in order to 

preserve market power. See generdly Premier Elec. Conrtr. Co. Y. National Elgc. Contractors 

Ass’n, 814 F.2d 358, 368 (7* Cir. 1987) (citing T. Kratttnmaker & S. Salop, Anticompetitive 

fichrsion: Raising Rivals’ Costs !o Achieve Power over Price, 96 Yale L.I. 209 (1986)) 

(explaining the ability to obtain or preserve market power f b m  raising rivaIs costs). The Act 

seeks to prevent such abuses, however, by mandating that incumbent LECs provide such access 

on “just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory conditions“ and **rate[s] . . . based on the cost” of the 

access. 47 U.S.C. §§ 25 1-252. Bknethtltss, detection of discriminatory conduct by incumbent 

LECs is difficult to stplate because standards governing access are still in  their infancy. 

Affidavit of John Mayo and David Kastrman (“MayolKascrman m,”) II 37 (App. A). Beyond 

outright rehsnls to allowing access, incumbent LECs can engage in more subtle forms of 

discrjmination such as delaying the availability of access, degrading the qudity of access and 

charging marc than the economic costs of access. Id 7ll 24-3 1. The ability to detect and 

prevent such discriminaeian is further made difficult by the  significant technological changes that 

have rcccntIy swept the ttlccommuiiications industry. Id 7 37. 

(. . . continued) 
Telecommunications Reports, Sept. 14, 1998, ai 5 .  

’ 3elI Atlantic docs not report return on equity in its financial statements, 
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This combination will only increase Applicants’ incentives to deny, delay and degrade 

access to their networks by new tctrants. This is so because, as Professors Mayo and Kastrman 

explain, these exclusionary practices have substantial “spill over“ effects that AppIicants do not 

currently capture. Id 7 34; see also Declaration of Michael Katz and Steven Salop, CC Docka 

No. 98-41, 27-86 (FCC Oct. 15, 1998). In other words, whm an incumbent LEC 

discriminates, it docs not capture the full “benefits” from raising its rivals’ costs both inside and 

outside its region. The merger, however, by aflowhg Bell Atlantic and GTE to more fully 

internalize these “benefits,” increases the incentives of each to foreclose competitive entry. 

For example, a new entrant that suffrrs lower quality or higher costs in one re@on will be 

fess likely to enter other regions as well. Even if local markets are distinct, there are common 

costs such as research and development, advtrtising and back office support. In addition, 

reducing the customer base in one region lowers overail return on investments. It can also drive 

up a new entrants’ costs on a nationwide basis because of scale economies. Hence, the merger 

increases the incentives of post-merger BcII Atlantic to engage in exclusionwy conduct by 

allowing Bell Atlantic to internalize the value of raising rivals’ costs not only in its original 

region, but also in G E ’ s  reg& See MayoKaserman Af€. n 37 (App. A). 

The merger would also enhance the Applicants’ incentives to engage in conduct that will 

harm the reputation of a new entrant in a larger geographic asea. Id II 33. Thus, for example, 

providing a fledgling eompctitive 1,EC with poor qudity access in the Bel1 Atlantic region ~ 1 1  

also damage the competitive LEC‘s reputation in GTE’s region. t b  the FCC recognized, “[fjar 

mass market scwiccs, entrants will have to invest in establishing brand name recognition and, 

even more i m p o m ,  a mass mk:a reputation for providing high quality telecommunications 
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semices.” BA-MN€XMergw Order 7T 6 .  The impact of such rtputational harm will be severe 

given that basic local phane service is seen as a necessity by most consumers. 
.+ 

The Merger Would Enhance Applicants’ Ability to b i s e  Rivals’ 
c o s 0  

3. 

Not only would the merger boost Applicants’ incentives to exclude their would-be 

competitors, but it also would further enhance their ubilily to engage in such discriminatory 

practices. 

a. Best practices 

Applicants claim that a tntrgtr would benefit consumers by increasing competition and 

by allowing them to lower costs through the sharing of “best practices.” Public Interest 

Statement at 22. But Applicantsl have done all that is in their power to block local competition. 

Thus, thc only logical conclus~on is that they intend to share “best practices” on how to excIude 

competitors from their rnonopcdy markets. This is particularly troubling because there are 

substantial economies of scope and scale for engaging in predation through the litigation process. 

Accord, Robert Bark Tke Antilmst Paradox 159-60, 374-64 (1978) (describing in detail the 

ability to  engage in predation through abuse of government process). 

Indeed, in a rare moment of candor, Bell Atlantic has admitted that this is a centrd aspect 

of the merger. As Bell Atlantic CEO Ivan Scidcnbcrg colorfully put it, “YOU know the 

expression ‘I want to be Iikc Mike?’ Well, in term of replations ‘we want to be Iikc Chuck’ 

[Lec]w-i.e., GTE. Bell Atlantic-GTE Press C a d  (July 28, 1998). SimiIarIy, Bell Atlantic 

General Counsel lames Young told investors that Bell Atlantic was looking to leverage GTE’s 

reguhtory txptnise because GTE “has done far better . . . than Bell Atlantic has in getting 

unbundled clement rates.” Bell, Atlantic-GTE Press Conf. (July 30, 1998). These comments 

bode poorly for consumers because they make clear that Bcfl Mantic intends to emulate GTE’s 
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aggressive tactics to thwart the prcr-competitive purposes of the Act. See generally Aflidavit of 

Joyce Beasley (“Beasley Af€-*’) (App. 3). Indeed, GTE has been so effective at excluding 

competitors, that, in the words of Mr. Young, even if GTE “had to commit to something like 

[the] UNE platform is some placm, you can do the math, but when you look at [GE’sj 

unbundled [dement] rates there, I think [that] YOU can make some concessions that look good, 

but [that have] really no impact on the business,” Bel1 AtIanti&TE Press Conf. (July 30, 1998). 

Sea also id. C‘I think [GTE General Counsel] Bill parr] has, if you pardon the expression, some 

regulatory head room here because he’s done so well on his unbundIed element prices.”) 

(statement of lames Young). 

Of course, to date, GTE has not bothered making even paper concessions that “look 

good” but instead has maintained its entrenched position as the dominant provider of local 

exchange and access services in its region since adoption of the Act through its control of 

bortitncck locat exchange facilities, and through perpetual litigation concerning the rules 

governing access and interconnection to its networks and the validity of the Act itself. ;cS the 

attached affidavit of Joyce BeasIey demonstrates, GTE has taken a series of patently 

unreasonable positions that can be Iconsirtent ody with an anticompetitive animus to delay and 

preclude entry. Indeed, state public utility commissions have agreed that GTE’s negotiating and 

litigation positions arc urnsonable. Beasley Aff, fl 9, 12 (describing decisions, including 

thast finding GTE’s cost studies to be t’untrustworthy” ~d “designed to maintain GTE’s 

monopoly revenue strcam”) (App. B). For example, with regard 10 GTE’s claims that GTE-“a 

global communications and media company providing a range of semicts,” Application at 3- 

should be exempt frPm the Act’s obligations as a rural telephone company, the Public Utilities 

Cornmission of Ohio stated that GTE’s “pQSttx’hg ctitainly CUCS w to step back and ponder 
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the company’s intentions inchdins whether the company is positioning itself to art in an anti- 

competitive fashion going into the emerging local competitive era.” Id 7 9. In fact, GTE has 

done precisely that, and has frankly admitted to AT&T that its negotiatina posture was 

influenced by the fact that it was not bound by Section 271, Id 7 4. 

GTE’s stonewalIing is evidcnt from the fact that AT&T has final agreements with G E  in 

only nine states out of the 27 for which AT&T originally sought intercomedion with GTE. 

Id 77 4, 24. Even state commission arbitrations do not induce GTE to yield to the Aa’s market 

opening obligations-to the contrary, where GTE disagrees with an arbittation, it has insisted on 

the addition of patently unreasonable contract ttms that seck to nullify any binding obligations, 

id 77 16-18, and has simply refused to sign arbitrated interconnection agreements.’ Likewise, 

GTE has brought patently anti-competitive appeals from those decisions in which G E  has 

argued that network element rates should include its “opportunity costs” and “historical costs” 

thereby alIowing GTE “to insulate it[scKJ from market-based losses while q tur ing  afl of its 

expected profits and revenues.” GE Sotrih Inc, Y. Morrison, 6 F h p p . 2 d  517, 528 (E.D.Va. 

. 1998). 

While perhaps GTE’s pupil in this regard, Bell Atlantic will still be able to teach GTE its 

own best practices in raising rivals’ costs. Bell Atlantic ha used its wnml over bottleneck 

facilities, for example, to prwmt new entrants from collocating equipment in its central 

For example, in CaIifomia, as we11 as several other states, GTE refused to sign the 9 

interconnection agrccmcnt as arbitrated until language like the folkwing was inserted: 

GTE California does not consent to this purported agreement (which dots  not 
comply with the federal TeIecommunications Act of 1996) and does not authorire 
any of it5 representatives to consent to it. The signature of a GTE represemtivc 
has been placed on this document only under the duress of an order of the Axblic 
Utilitiw Commission of the State of California requiring such signature. . 

(continued. . .) 



offices--a particularly vital matter given Atlantic’s refusal to provide network element 

combinations. While the Act requires incumbent LECs to aIlow physical collocation, 47 U.S.C. 

5 251(c)(6), it also permits “virtual” collocation when there is no space for physical colIocation, 

id Virtual colIocation, however, is more costly and cumbersome, and, more fundamentally, 

forces the new -ant to rely on the incumbent’s personnel to operata its equipment. Virtual 

coIlocation makes it particularly difficult for new entrants to introduce new services because they 

must train incumbent LEC personriel on how to use the new equipment and then rely on them to 

operate the equipment properly. 

Recogiring this fact, Bell Atlantic has filed a series of rquests with state commissions 

to prevent AT&T from physicdly collocating in its central offices. For example, Bell Atlantic 

told the Delaware Public Service Commission (“Delaware PSC”) that there was no space for 

physical collocation in four central offices in Delaware (about 25 percent of the central ofices in 

DeIaware). A walk through ordered by the Delaware PSC, however, revealed that this request 

was a sham.’* In one central ofice, supposcdty occupied space was filled with Christmas 

decorations, an office area was stacked with unustd desks and chairs, and in an equipment area, 

there was a rack of quipment labeled “not working.” -davit of Patricia Boyle, PUC 

9601464, 7 8 (Va. SCC Oa. 22, 1998) (App. C). All told, over 2,500 square fttt of space was 

amilable. Id The inspection of aiothcr central office revealed that there was over 1,000 square 

feet of available space and that Bell Atlantic had piaced obsolete equipment (including rotary 

ttlcphones and early vintage personal computers) in a large rmm that would o t h h s t  be 

(. . . continued) 
Id v 18. 

As a resuIt of these inspections, Bell .4tlantic withdrew its requests for all of these central 10 

offices. 
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availabIe to new entrants in order to give the room the appearance of being used by Bell .AtItntic. 

Id. 7 9. Most rccently, BeH Atlantic has sought to block collocation in six Northern Virginia 

central ofices cIaiming that space is unavailable to new entrants because it is needed for 

unspecified “future use” by Bell Atlantic, while at the same time giving neither the pmits nor 

the Virginia State Corporation ClDmmission the opponunity to inspect these offices. See 

generaify Response of AT&T Communications of Virginia, Inc. jn Opposition to Bel! Atlantic, 

PUC 9601464, (Va. SCC, Oa. 22 1998) (App. D). 

Similarly, as the attached affidavit of Paul Kouroupas (“Kouroupas ME’’), explains, Bell 

Atlantic has also acted anticompet!titivcly in its provision of advanced telccommunications 

services. In particular, Bell Atlantic delayed in providing required interconnection and 

unbundled network elements to AT&T (and prior to their merger, to Ttlcport Communications 

Group (I’TCG”)) that it seeks to use, dong with its own facilities, to provide 64 kbps Clear 

Channel ISDN capacity and HDSL. Kouroupas Aff. 8-23. hll the while, Bell Atlantic 

apparently ha5 worked to provide its own advanctd scivices, ,which it is now aggressivcIy 

marketing. Id 117 (App. E). 

In one of the most egregious instances of this favoritism, Bell Atlantic rejected, on the 

basis of a purported “tack of capacity,” TCG’s numerous requests for intttconnection at the @l 

Clear Channel ISDN Capacity level at Bell Atlantic’s tandems, which would hive alIowrd TCG 

to provide ISDN services more tfir:kntly and at higher quality.” Id 8-13. As a result, TCG 

had to reject orders from prospective customers. Id 10, 13. Yet TCG later discovcrd that 

I ‘  Bel1 Atlantic’s refusal to interconnect also dcnied consumers the “inter-operabiility” of TCG’s 
network with Be11 Atlantic’s network, meaning that TCG‘s ISDN customers could not connect 
with Bell Atlantic’s at the ISDN level. Kourcupas M. 7 4 (App. E). Bell Atlantic’s actions 
hurt both groups of co~~sumers, and hindered the efforts to dewlop an d m c e d  “netwrk of 

(continued. . .) 



one prospective customer for 64 CIear Channel ISDN capacity that TCG had to turn away 

because of Bcil Atlantic’s dlegtd capacity constraints had contacted Bdl Atlantic and had 

obtained the same service directly From Bell Atlantic Id ?J 13. Only after significant dtfay and 

TCG’s filing of a fonnsl complaint did Bell Atlantic begin to change its unreasonable conduct. 

Id 7 14. Bell Atlantic has employed simiIar tactics with TCG’s efforts to provide HDSL, by 

delaying the! pravision of underlying unbundled, HaSL-compatible loops, while apparently 

working to implement and market its own ADSL service. Id 17-23. This discrimination 

against competing providers in favor of its own retail operations presents a prototypical example 

of a monopolist exploiting its market power to harm rivals and consumers. 

b. Coordinated exchion 

In  addition to enabling Bell Atlantic and GTE to share their exclusionary practices, the 

merger would permit them to coordinate their exclusionary conduct and make detection more 

difficult. MayoKasetman Aff T i l l  35-39 (App. A). For example, a new entrant that has 

facilities in both Bell Atlantic’s and G E ’ s  regions (or that is purchasing access to Be11 

Atlantic’s and GTE’s network elements) can be subject to exclusionary practices by both 

incumbent LECs. However, if Bell Atlantic attempts to exclude the new entrant by blocking 

collocation while GTE attempts to exclude the new entrant by making claims regardins 

interference caused by a new entrant’s equipment, the new entrant can dctenn.int that each is 

engaging in discriminatory practices by the fact h a t  GTE permitted the arrqngcmmt that Bel{ 

Atlantic soum to block and vice-vsrsu. Post-merger, however, Bell Atlantic and GTE can 

perftctly align their exclusionary practices. In other words, Bell Atlantic and GTE can avoid 

(. . continued) 
networks.” Id ’1T 24. 
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detection simply by adopting the same txclusbnary practices. 'By combing the companies into 

one entity, the merger makes this strategy much more practical and far less costly. 

e, Benchmarking 

Mortovtr,  the merger not, only would incruse Applicants' incentives and abilities to 

engage in discriminatory conduct to exclude n e w  entrants, but, by deereasing rhe number of large 

incumbent LECs, would also makt it mort difficult for thc Commission to use regulatory 

processes to check such market power abuses either by Applicants or by the remaining RBOCs. 

Id; see generally Declaration of Joseph Fare11 and Bridger Mitchell, CC Docket 98-141, at 2 4 8  

P C C  Oct. 15, 1998) (explaining in detail the need for using rclative-perfomanet evaluation to 

regulate incumbent LECs). 

The number of RBOCs was considered a significant clement in the restructuring of the 

Bell System divestiture and necessary to curb anticompetitive conduct by these incumbent LEO. 

SpecificalIy, the Department of Justice believed it desirable to dilute the monopoIy power that 

the RBOCs o t h e m k  possessed a15 buyers of equipment and services. See, e-g., Response of the 

United States to Public Comments, Civ. Action No. 82-0192, at 128-29 (D.D.C. May 20, 1982). 

Similarly, the existence of independent, incumbent LEC decisionmakers created "benchmarks" 

that have been repeatedly used by '"federal and state regulators . . . in evaiuating compliance with 

equal access requiremmtj . . . and in comparing instalIation and maintmance practices for 

customer premises equipment." ChitedSmes Y. Western EIec Co., 993 F.2d 1572, 1580 (D.C. 

Cir, 19931.'~ 
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The Commission has likewise recognized the utility of benchmarking. Indeed, in its BA- 

rwu Merger Order, the Commission emphasized that the existence of numerous independent 

LECs far benchmarking was cr i tka l  to implementation of the pro-competitive purposes of the 

Act because it allows the Commission “to discover solutions to issues and to resolve problems 

sooner than  [it] otherwise would.” BA-WEXMerger Order 7l 153. On the other hand, as the 

Commission explained, reducing th.e number of large incumbent LECs would impair the 

Commission’s ability to carry out properly its responsibilities to ensure just and 
reasonable ratcg, to constrah market power in the absence of competition, and to 
ensure the fair dtvcIoprntnt of competition that can lead to deregulation. . . . As 
diversity among carriers declines, both this Commission a d  state commissions 
may lose the ability to compare ptrformance between similar carriers that have 
made direrent management or strategic choices. 

’ Id 7 16. Indeed, it was for this vcty reason that the Commission imposed “an aditional 

burden’’ on incumbent LEC appliciints in the future to “establish[] that a proposed merger will, 

on balance, be pro-competitive and therefore serve the public interest, convenience and 

necessity.” Id. (emphasis added). See also id 7 156 C’Funhct reductions, however, become 

more and mare problematic as the potential for coordinated behavior increases and the impact of 

[the] individual company actions on our aggregate measures of the industry’s performance 

Srows.’’).” This concern is now even more pressing in light of the propostd heritech-SBC 

merger. 

-~ 

l 3  Commissioner Ness recently emphasized this precise point: 
W e  also need to consider the effect of mergers on our ability to ‘benchmark.’ 

How often have we heard from multiple carries that something is impossible, but then 
some mavtrick showed it codd be done. Think of the whoksale-retail split that 
Rochester Telephone pioneered. Or the Customers First dcal Ameritteh cut with the 
Justice Dtpment .  Or hetitech’s able over-build strategy. 

The Bell companies themsthts told Judge Grmc in 1987 that there was much 
less to worry about because there were seven independent r e g i d  Bell companies. But 
now there arc only five, and some are saying the U.S. market will be reduced to TWO 

(continued. . .) 
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Given the importance of benchmarking, it is astonishing that Applicants make no arternpt 

to  explain why regulation is sufficient to protect the public interest from market power abuses, 

let alone to meet the “additional burden” imposed by the Commission. This failure is 

particularly conspicuous in light af the fact that Applicants have themselves reptatdy 

emphasized the importance of bendmarking when it has suited their purposts. Fos example, 

Bell Atlantic has stated that “[clach BOC swcs as a benchmark against which &e Commission 

can measure the performance and behavior of the next; such comparisons were quite impossible 

before dive~titure.”’~ Likewise, Bel? Atlantic (then NYN€x) opined “(w]ithaut such 

benchmarks, there was no uncomplicated and ready test for uncovering anticompehvc 

conduct.” ‘’ 
B. The Proposed Merger Would Eliminate One Of The Most Significant 

Potential Entrants In Each Applicant’s Territory 

The merger is also anticornpethive because it eliminates one of the best hopes of 

immediate and effective competition in Bell Atlantic’s and GTE‘s tenitories. It could not be 

cfearer that Bell AtIantic and GTE arc among the most significant market entrants in each other’s 

territories and that, absent the proposed merger, they could have-and would hav-ompeted 

against each other. Not only do Ball Atlantic and G E  h v e  advantages that nu other possible 

local service market entrant posstsses, but each had specific plans to enter each other’s markets. 

(. . . continued) 

Remarks of Commissioner Ness at 5. 

I‘ Bell AtIantic, BellSouth, NYNEX and Southwestm Bell Corp. Motion to Vacate the hPJ, 
Civil Action No. 82-0192, at 29 (D.1l.C. July 6, 1994). 

’’ NYNEX Response to Comme:Mts Filed on the Report a d  Recommendations of the 
Department of Justice Conccmiag Section U p )  of the Modified Final Judgment, Civil Action 
No. 82-0192, at lO@.D.C, Apr. 27, 1987). 

(‘ super-CMiffS.” 
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And given these unique advantages, the competition created by such entry would dearly have 

resulted in lower prices, better se:rvice, and innovative products. By contrast, the elimination of 

this competition is the worst of all worlds: the creation of a super-RBOC even more capable and 

willing to entrench its local m~nopoly.  

1. Adjacent Incumbent LECs are the Most Significant Market 
Participants 

An out-of-region incumbent LEC is the entity best positioned to break through other local 

exchange bottlenecks and provide the kind of Iocal competition the Act intends. The reason is 

that the provision of exchange services to a broad base of residentia1 and business customers 

requires an extensive a m y  of complex “back office” order taking, customer care, billing, 

fulfillment, and rtfated systems that no IXC or c a b  company has today, for they art unique to 

the local exchange business. BA-MWEXMerger order lln 10608. These systems are required 

reyrdless of whether entry occurs through resde, through use of unbundled t?tments, or through 

some form of facilities-based entq, and therefore an incumbent LEC alone can enter other local 

markets without incurring the enormous time and exptn~c  of developing these systems and 

acquiring expertise in their operations. And only an incumbent LEC has the mastery of the local 

exchange technical and optrationail suppofi characteristics and cost structures required to counter 

the inevitable incumbent rtsistancc to the requisite unbundling, pricing and senrice support. In 

addition, an incumbent LEC would bring “particular expertise to the interconnection negotiation 

and abitration process because of its intimate knowledge of local, telephone operations,” thereby 

allowing it to seeure more favorable terms and conditions for leasing the kegion incumbent’s 

facilities than other new entrants could ever hope to obtain. ld a 107. 
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These comparative *advantages are heightened in the case of conti~uous LECs like Bell 

Atlantic and GTE. Id 79 73-79, 106-07.‘6 First, tach company has an array of switches and 

switching locations that have capacity (or can be readily upgraded) to provide witching for locai 

calling in the other’s remtarics. Thus, for example, GTE is wall poised to attack major Bell 

Atlamic markets like Washington, D.C. from its facilities in Loudoun and Prince William 

Counties, Virginia, while Bell Adantic can economically extend its existing network to enter 

GTE’s territory in Virginia Beach, ‘Virginia. These facilities have vinualIy the same proximity to 

individual customers as would newly-installed switches of any new entrant. Second, any 

contiguous LEC can lcasc or build transport fiom its switches to a newly entered market more 

readily than other potmtial local service providers, because of its proximity to the newly entered 

market and its understanding of the requirements for local exchange services. ntird, as 

contiguous LECs, Bel[ Atlantic and GTE also have a unique ability to use remote digital Ioop 

carriers to serve out-of-region end users, Such technology has a range of about 125 miles, which 

would permit it to be used in con.iunction with the contiguous provider’s switch in its nearby 

home territory. Fourth, because of Extensive advertising in media markas that moss each 

other’s regions, both Bell AtImtic and GTE have brand recognition in tach other’s regionsOi7 

See general@ Midavit  of William Mosa, Petition of AT&T Corp. to Deny or, in the 
Alternative, to Defer Pmding further Investigation and Briefing, In the MatW of Prupossd 
Merger of Bell Ahn!ic Gorp and MWZXCorp., Report No. 960205 (FCC Stp. 23, 1996). 

Although AT&T is seeking through its proposed acquisition of Telt-Communications, Inc. 
(“TCr’), to atcr local markets through the provision of cable telephony, that combination would 
still lack the unique and immediate advantages of incumbent LECmspeEidly contiguous 
incumbent LECs such as Bel1 Atlantic and GTE. Moreover, AT&T cannot provide cable 
telephony sefvicc through TCI until after the Commission approves the proposed transaction and 
until afitt expensive and time-consuming upgrades have been completed. In addition, TCI’s 
facilities-ven if afiliatcs’ facilities are included-are only deployed in approximately 30 
percent of the m u q ,  and do not s m t  such major cities in Applicants’ regions BJ Washh#o- 
Boston, Harrisburg, and Honolulu. 
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While portraying themselves as having “no special Set of advantages over other C L E W  

as far as their ability to enter each other’s territory, Public Interest Statement at 29, Applicants 

effectively concede dsewhcrc that they have unique capabilities that make them the most 

significant potential entrant. Mwre specifically, Applicants maintain that out-of-region local 

competition by an incumbent LEC: is not practicable whwt its “service areas are geographically 

separated from the major sewkc areas” of the target re@on. Id at 1. h t h q  Applicants argue 

that out-of-region local entry '‘requires truly proximate facilities” and ‘‘a bast of anchor 

customers.” fd at 7. But Applicanls are the on& curriers that s a i i ~  these requirements. 

(Indeed, it is the proximity of GTE’s local network to the major markets of the oih& RBOCs that 

is the purpottcd ruison d ‘&e of the merger). OnIy GTE has incumbent locd exchange facilities 

in close proximity to many of Elell Atlantic’s major rnarkets--e.g., Norfolk-Newport Xcws, 

Virginia, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Washingeon D. C.-while Bell Atlantic surrounds GTE in 

both Pennsylvania and Virginia.” And Be11 Atlantic and GTE are the ody entities with local 

exchange facilities proximate to one another that have an estabIishtd base of large local 

exchange customers, Indeed, it was precisely because of these considerations, coupled with the 

fact that no new entrant has the back ofice support and local exchange cxputisr that incumbent 

LEC’s like Bell Atlantic and GTE psscss, that the Commission concluded h a t  3dl Atlantic 

possessed “unique advantages not possessed by other market participants” when considering the 

impact of the Bell Athtic-NYNEX merger. BA-NlW€XMergcr Or& 107; see also id T a  

132, 134. 

A color map demonstrating the proximity of Bell Atlantic’s and GTE’s tenitoris in Virginia l i  

is artachcd as Exhibit 3 to the accompanying Affidavit of Professors Mayo and Kastrman. 
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2. Bell Atlantic and GTE in Fact 30th Compete Against Each Other and 
Had Plans t o  Enter Each Others Markets More Broadly. 

The Commission hns made plain that an objective standard should be used for 

determining whether a merger would ehminatc a potential market entrant. B A - N W i X  Merger 

Qrdsr 77 75-77 & n. 166 (citing cases). Here, as discussed above, the objective evidence clearly 

establishes that both firms have “the characteristics, capabilities, and economic incentive” to 

render each a potential de now entrant in the other’s markets, United States Y Marine 

Burrcorporation, Inc,, 418 U.S. 602, 624-25 (1974); see also BA-IWVEX Merger Order 7 76; 

DOJlFTC Horizontal Merger Guidelines Q 3.1. A discussed above, siven the monapdy rents 

that a r t  available, and the comparative advantage Bell Atlantic and GTE have in entering the 

other’s local markets that no other prospective entrant ~ O S S ~ S S C S ,  Appiicants were objectively 

likely to have entered each othtrs markets. 

Moreover, althoush such objective evidence is itself sufficient to establish that this 

merger would limit critical cornpetition to the AppIicants’ monopolies, the evidence here goes 

much further. Both Bell Atlantic and GTE in fact mmptt t  with each other today and had 

planned broader cntq into enter tach other’s markets. Mad such entry occurred, it would have 

stimulated competition and lowered prices, and it wouid have given the customers the choice 

they were promised when thu Act was passed.” 

l9 Applicants spend considerable effort trying to rewrite the Commission’s potential cornpetition 
jurisprudence, Public Interest Statement at 25-28, but to no avail. First, Applicants ignore the 
Commission‘s statements in the MCI- Worldcum Merger Order that the Commission’s 
transitional marktt analysis “builds upon the ‘actual competition’ doctrine established in antitrust 
case law” by expanding that domint to take into account the fact tfiat, unke in most 
circumstances, potential competitors were previously precluded fiom entering other markets by 
law. MU-WorZdCom Merger Ordm 20-21. This rebuts the ordinary presumption that the 
fact that a firm has not entered a market means that is unlikely to enter that market. Id Second, 
the entire basis for Applicants’ arguments is their self-serving and unsubstantiated claim that 

(cominutd . . .) 
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Applicants concede (in a well-buried footnote) that they do in fact already compete with 

each other. Specifically, Applicants state that ‘ p i t  Dultes International Airport, which is in 

GTE’s service area, Bell Atlantic, which has a facility located nearby (at Horstpm Roed), has 

pursued select opportunities (to sell to the airport authority that operates Dullts) . . . such as a 

pay-telephone contract, limited SQNET-based s t ~ c e s ,  and a private Airport Communications 

System.” Public Interest Statement at 32 n.30. While Applicants try to downplay the significance 

of this competition, id, it vividly confirms why 3ell Atlantic has unique advantages in entering 

GTE’s territories. Bell Atlantic was able to extend its proximate facilities into GTE’s territories 

and offer high-end s t d e e s  to business customers. No other new entrant today has these 

capabilities. And w t i k  at present time this competition is limited to Ddles Airport (albeit a 

major tckommunications user), there is no reason why Bell Atlantic could not offer comparable 

services to other numerous businesses that are located in the vicinity oftht airport. 

Indeed, because of the existence of such competitive opportunities, it is unsurprising that 

Applicants had plans to enter each other’s markets. GTE’ concedes that it had plans to follow 

“strategic accounts” into Bell Atlantic’s territories in Pennsylvania and Virginia. Public Interest 

Statement at 30. White characterizing these plans as “limittd“ and “no[t] reitvmt” to local 

cornpctition, Public Interest Statement at 29-31, GTE’s public statements are to the contray.” 

For example, GTE told the Alabama Public S d c e  Commission that GT€ “ha’s begun 

preparations to pmvide Zocd exchnge senices in ulf 50 stater,” Request for Lad Exchange 

(. . . continued) 
neither Bell Atlantic nor GTE “is a ‘perceived’ potential competitor” ofthc other. Public Interest 
Statement at 26. As explained below, not only arc Bell Atlantic and GTE objectively potential 
competitors of each other, thy planned to and do compete with each other, 

It is also telling that there is no declaration from a GTE witnus asserting that GTE had no 
plans to compete with Bell Atlantic. 
ZD 
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Cettification of GTE Cornrnunia ths  C o p ,  at 1-9 (Ala. PSC Oct. 20, 1997). GTE also filed 

applications for certification as a ~ C W  entrant in Connecticut, the District of Columbiq 

;Maryland, New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Mode Island and Virginia, where it 

represented that it intended to start as a rtsefler and then move to providing Id service using 

its own facilities.” Likewise, Bell Atlantic acknowledges that it Waensively studied entry into 

GTE’s territories in Pennsylvania and VirSinia and that those studies showed that such entry 

would be profitable. Public Interest Statement at 3 1-33. 

Applicants’ attempts to explain away the significance of these plans is pun sophistry. 

Just as Bell Atlantic did in the Bell Atlantic-NYNEX proceeding, Applicants try to redefine 

“plans” to mean only “plans approved and funded by the Board of Directors” in order to support 

their claims that they had no plans to compete with each other. For example, Applicants state: 

p]n Virginia Beach, Virginia, the semi= territories of Bell Atlantic and GTE 
adjoin. Bell Atlantic, while not making any plans, has discussed with Cox 
Communications the possibility of a partnership to use Cox’s fiber facilixits to 
serve the city government’s several o f h s ,  some of which are in Bell Atlantic’s 
temtory and some in GlE’s. 

Public Intcres Statement at 32 n.30 (emphasis added). Hence, according to Applicants, while 

Bell Atlantic was involved with negotiations to u t  Cox’s fiber facilities to provide local strVicfs 

in GTE’s territories, it nonetheless had no “ptans” to offer local scrvice even if Cox were 

amenable to this anangrmtrrt. This is manifest double~pcak.~~ 

2’ A day before filing this Application, GTE withdrew its request for certification in Virginia 
rather than comply with the Virginia State Corporation Commission H~sn’ng Examiner’s order 
that GTE produce its out-crf-region local entry plans. Hearing Examiners Ruling, Case No. 
PUC980080 (Va. SCC Stpt. 30,1998) (App. F). 

Given Applicants’ toitured definition of plans, it is logical to presume that they mentioned the 
Cox negotiations only because the existence of these negotiations could be verified by a third 
p m y .  However, it is also reasonable to presume that W there art wfitr interaal studies that 
AppIicants have not revealed because Applicants do not consider them to be “plans.” In this 

(continued. . .) 
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To the extent Applicants now disavow their entry plans by claiming that they foundered 

due to the high costs of resale andlor the unavailability of network elements, see Public Interest 

Statement at 30, 33; Kissel Dee!. T[TT 3-4,13 it confirms AT&T's cxpbmct: incumbent LEC 

misconduct, not inherent economics, is the barrier. Far from being a basis to approve the 

Application, this misconduct is a reason to deny it. Applicants cannot bootstrap their merger on 

the basis that they (and other incumbent LECs) have succeeded in eliminating the principal 

mechanisms Congress put in place in the Act for facilitating immediate local entry. Indeed, it is 

for precisely this reason that the Commission's potential entry analysis looks at entry decisions 

based on f i l l  implementation of the Act. BA-NYNEXMerger Order 7 40; MCI-WorldCom 

Mergw Order VT 20-21. 

Applicants' claims that GTE would not compete with Bell AtIantic in Pennsylvania and 

Virginia art also contradicted by Applicants' justification for this merger. Applicants d a h  that 

GTE is the "enabler" allowing Bell Atlantic to enter out-of-region markets Iike ''Lo5 Angclts, 

Dallas, Tampa, and Seattle." Public Interest Statcmtnt at 1-2, 6-7. According to Applicants, 

GTE's "proximate" "suburban" facilities will be the jumping off point for entry into thwe cities 

and other major markets. Id But if this is true, then GTE's territories in suburban Virginia 

provide a mechanism for entry into the District of Columbia (and the surrounding very populous 

suburbs served by Bell Atlantic such as Fairfax, Virginia and Montgomery County, Maryland). 

(. . . continued) 
regard, it is also notable that Declarant Stallard, in discussing Bell Mantie's "limited" incursions 
into GTE's territory, cites the DuIlcs Airport entry and the Cox negotiations as "cxsrnplt[s]," and 
dots not represent these t w ~  instances to be the full sum of Bell Atlantic's actual or p b n d  
competition with GTE. Stdlard Dcci. TM 13-14. 

Applicants ais0 claim that regufaton would not allow Bell Atlantic to enter GTE's temtov 
and compete for high-end business customers @ut not vice-verso). Stallard Dd. 3I 16; WheIan 
Dtcl. TI 5.  They provide no support for this proposition. 



This same logic dso means that GTE’s facilities in Virginia Beach can be used to enter the 

Norfolk-Newport News market area served by Bell Atlantic and that GTE’s network in 

Somerset, Pennsylvania and York Pennsylvania “enable” GTE to enter respectively Pittsburgh 

and Harrisburg, Put simply, if  GTE can enter Los Angeles ftom Orange County-and, indeed, 

had planned such entry, Public Interest Statement at 7-it a n  certainly enter Bell Atlmtic’s 

major markets from its suburban territories in Pmnsylvania and Virginia. 

And in d1 events, even if Bell Atlantic and GTE were correct that they could not enter 

out-of-region markets on their awn, that would not jusxify the merger. Rather, it belies their 

repeated daims that their markets are open to competition. If, with d1 their inherent advantages, 

such Iargc incumbent LECs cannot compete outside of their rcgions--tspecialty in border 

markets-how can new entrants without such local exchange expeitise or adjacent facilities ever 

hope to break through the incumbents’ local bottleneck? Accordingly, if true, Applicants’ claims 

would onIy concIusiveIy demonstrate that incumbent LECs have been qlI too successfuI in 

resisting the market-opening requirements of the Act.’‘ 

C. The Merger Would Impede Competition In The Emerging Bundled 
Strvicts Market By Allowing AppIieants To Subject Their Rivals To 
Price Squcau In The tong Distance iMarkct 

The merger would also harm competition in the long distance market even if the merged 

entity receives dl necessary Section 271 authorizations. So long as Applicants continue to  

exercise market power aver exchange access-a necessary input for providing long distance 

Applicants’ assertions that they ut not and art unlikely to be ebmpethors is also belied by 
their insistence that there is a "developing national market” far telecommunications scTyices. 
Public Interest Statement at 9-15. If this were me, they would be achral competitors. 
MayolKaserxnan Aff. 91 4 6 4 8  (App. A). And as expiahed by Professors Mayo and KasmnaR 
the merger would flunk a maighrfonvard application of the antitrust laws because it would 
substantially increase concentration in the retewnt market. Id 
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senice-they can subject their long distance competitors to price squtucs. The opportunity to 

impose a price squeeze exists because Applicants' access services are priced well above actual 

cost. Sea generally Town of C Q I I C O ~  V. B O S ~ O ~  Edison Co., 91 5 F.2d t 7 (1" Cir. 1990) (&eyer, 

3.) (explaining economics of price SqueUC); United Stales v. Ahmimrn Co. of America, 148 

F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945) (Hand, J.) (same). When Applicants provide long distance scpciccs, 

however, they will not pay there inflated access costs. Rather, because they will be vtrticaily 

integrated-i. e,, they will provide access and long distance sewices to@tr--thty will bear 

only the actual economic cost of providing access when using their own facilities to originate 

and terminate their long distance traflic'. The portion of the access charge above economic cost 

amounts only to an intra-company transfer payment to which the merged entity as a whde will 

be Thus, Applicants can underprice competitors and stili tam a profit even if their 

costs of providing interexchange service (other than access costs) are higher than their 

competitors' costs. Given that these access charges to IXCs are a substantial pan of the cost of a 

long distance call, Applicants can significantly underprice their rivals and still tam a profir. 

T h e  merger would greatly incrtrsc the efficacy of such price squeezes by giving one 

entity-the combined RBOC-control over both the origination and tcnnination of a far higher 

percentage of intcrLATA calls than either individually controIs today. Any increase in the 

percentage of calls that originate and ttrminate in a single region increases the incentive and 

abiIity to cngsge in a price squeeze. See BeZIsourh Cop.  v. FCC, 144 F.3d 58, 67 (D.C. Cir. 

25 Requiring Applicants to provide long distance thou& a separate subsidiary will therefore not 
prevent a price squeeze. At mort, the separate s u b s i d i q  requirement will prevent Applicants' 
local network subsidiary from rebating to the long distance subsidiary the excess access charge in 
the farm of an intra-company dividend payment. Howtvet, the pattnt company will be 
indifferent to whttfitr such a payment is made because it cares only about total joint profits, not 
the individual profitability of the separate subsidiaries. 
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1998) (recognizing that control over both ends of a call, as opposed to one k g  of the call, 

i mproyes ability for an incumbent LEC to engage in anticompetitive conduct); MayolKaserman 

hff. 25-30 (explaining why the merger would facilitate price discrimination) (App. A).2* 

Mer the merger, approxirnatdy SO percent of long distance d I s  that originate in the merged 

entity’s regions wil1 terminate in its regions. Furthermore, Applicants’ expanded ability to 

impost monopoly access charges over both ends of phone calls permits them to cross-subsidize 

those retail smiccs most vulnerable to competition, thtreby distorting cornpetition in the market 

for local exchange services that the Act seeks to open-and imposing even greater barriers to 

entiy in that market. 

In the BA-APW€XMergw Order, the Commission recognized that an incumbent LEC’s 

ability to charge supra-competitive access t a t s  could pennit it to pnct squeeze potentia1 

competitors, BA-hrylvutMerger Order 7 117. Nonetheless, it permitted the merger to go 

faward because of Bell Atlantic’s commitment to provide nctwark elements at rates based on 

the Commission’s fonvard-looking total element long mn incremental cost standard. Id. But as 

explained below in Section IV, Bell AtIantic has waked away from $hat commitment. Instead it 

has attempted to recover nehlrork element rates that art basad on inefficient, historical costs-a 

standard that would make it impossible for new entrants to use network elemmts to avoid 3eH 

Atlantic’s exorbitant access charges. Tn addition, at the time of the Commission’s decision, 

combinations of network elements were still at least tfitorctienlly available as a mechanism to 

26 In this regard, the Commission’s apparent belief that the comparabIt incrcase in the amount of 
traffic originating and terminating in the combined Bdl Atlantic-NYNEX merger did not incrase 
the ability of these RBOCs to pr;ce squeeze, B A - W M e r g w  Order V 1 18, n.230, is mistaken. 
By increasing the number of calls that originate und terminate in-region, a price squeeze is made 
easier because for these calls, Applicants have even a greater pool of rnonopoIy rents available on 
a cal1 to tEechiate the price squeeze. Accord, BellSmth, 144 F.3d at 67. 
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obtain exchange access services at economic cons-md that mechanism, as a consequence of 

the incumbent LECs’ litigation efforts, has now been declared unlawhl. See getierah‘y 

Comments of AT&T COT. in Support of Petition for Rulemaking, RM No. 9210, at 6-16 (FCC 

Jan. 30, 1998) (explaining in detail ability of incumbent UCs  tu price squeeze despite 

replati on).” 

D. If Consummated, This Merger Would Make The Mainttnanct Of The Srms 
Quo, In Which No R3OC Competes With Each Other, Much More Likely 

Viewed in the context of the prapostd Aneritech-SBC merger, the Bell Atlantic-GTE 

merger is parricuiarly problematic. If consummated, these mergers not ody  would facilitate the 

unilateral exercise of market power discussed above, but would funher make maintenance of the 

status quo, in which no c~mpctes with another in its home markets, much more likely. 

Cf: Addysron Pipe & Steel Co. v. United Slales, 175 U.S. 21 1 (1889) (holding such territorial 

divisions per SC ilkgal under the Sherman Act). The merger, together with SBC’s proposed 

The Commission’s suggestion in the access charge refonn procding that Applicants do not 
have an incentive to undertake a price squeeze because that d t c g y  rrquirts driving major fxCs 
from the market, Price Cap Pqfmnance Review for Local &change Cutnpanics. 12 FCC Rcd. 
15,982, 7 28 1 (1997), is misplaced for thee independent reasons. First, Applicants make clcar in 
their filing that they intend to maintain and expand their retail market share by providing a bundle 
of local, Ion3 distance, and other services. Application at 2-8, 19. In order to offer a full r a n p  of 
services, they place a large premium on securing quick and substantial entry into the long distance 
market, which provides an incentive to undeitake a price squeeze. Sewd, thme may be a limited 
time period during which Applicants can secure Iarge monopoly rents from access s e d c t s .  If 
regulatm andlot alternate accu5 drive down the cost of access, Applicants lose their ability to 
price squeeze. Accordingly, if allowed to provide long distance while access charges art still 
above cost-as is the case now-Applicants have the incentive to price squtEzt in order to 
establish B presence in the long distance market that is vital to their strategies, &ances their 
ability to impede the development of access alternatives, and offers them better long-term profits 
and opportunities. Third, a pice squeeze can be profitable on its own terms. That is because 
Applicants tam a profit OR the long distance customen they eapmre u a rnult of the price 
s q u a t  md a pice squeeze increases competitors usage of accws hilitits (because the price 
squcut forces rivals to lower prices which in turn leads to more demand). Thus, Applicants 
pro& by engaging in a price squeeze even if they do not drive majar IXCs out of the market. 
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merger with Arneritech, would create two super-RBOCs with each controlling about 35 percent 

of the nation’s access lints. Given this market stiucture, it is highly unlikely that rhe two 

remaining “rnini”-RBOCs (Bell South COT. C‘BeIlSouth”) and U S WEST Communications, Inc. 

(,W S WEST’)) would break ranks and invite retaliatory entry by Be11 Atlantic and SBC. 

The possibility of collusive behavior is particularly strong where, as here, conditiom art 

conducive to detecting deviations. The local exchange market is currently characterized by 

existing territorial divisions, high market concentrations, significant barriers to entry, economics 

of scale, history of non-competition, and easy detection of violations of the territorial divisions. 

See DOJlFTC Horizontai Merger Guidelines 9 2.12 (discussing in detail why these factors makt 
collusion more probable); Richard Posner, Anti tmt  Law: An Economic Perspeclive 55-62 

(1976) (same). me mergers would also makc retaliation for violation of the existing ttr;i!orial 

divisions a greater possibility. While both BtlI Atlantic-GTE and &&tech-SBC claim they 

will enter each other’s territories post-merger, neithcr has made a firm commitment to do so a t  

actually invested the necessary resources to make such entry likely in the near future. See infra 

Section In (demonstrating Bel! Atlantic’s failure to commit to an out-of-region entry strategy); 

Petition of AT&T Corp. to Deny Applications, CC Docket No. 98-141, at 35-37 (FCC Oa. 15, 

1998) (I‘AT&T Pet. to Deny“) (demonstrating SBC’s failure to commit to M out-of-region entry 

strategy). In Iight of these facts, and given these RBOCs’ historic refusal to cbmpetc with each 

other in core markets, these public statements about aut-of-region competition are most properly 

vicwcd as “shots across the bow” that arc intended to maintain the status p o .  

For mamplt, while post-merger SBC would be welt poised to attack Bell Atlantic’s most 

profitable market through its SNET t#ritories, Bell Atlentic would likewise be well positioned to 

attack SBC in Los h g e i e s  from GTE’s Orange County ttrritory. So while<SBC may have 
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incentive to enter the New York City metropolitan area, it hows  that doing so would put its 

most lucrative market at risk to a significant competitor. Such “mutually assured destruction” 

scenarios gcatly facilitate maintenance of the status quo in which both Btll Atlantic and SBC 

benefit by maintaining their monopolies. 

It is also the ease that this cohsive behavior is likely to mend beyond just the existing 

temtoriai divisions, but to spill over into other markets as well, such as innovation markets 

where there is limited competition between the RBOCs. In the B A - i W ~ M e r g e r  Order, the 

Commission obsewtd that “[rltsearch and development . - . is a means through which firms 

engage in non-price competition, by seeking means to differentiate products either in function or 

quality” and that “[cjlimination of parallel research and development efforts would c h i n a t e  this 

form of non-price competition” and “rtduc[eJ output.” Bell RrZantic-~\TN% Merger Order 7 

171. Likewise, the federal antitrust authorities have stated that they will view firms with 

specialized research and development capabilities as competing in separate ‘‘innovation markets” 

and will block transactions that reduce competition in those market. See, e.g., United States 

Department of IustictlFtderal Trade Commission Antitrust Guidelines for the Licensing of 

Intellectual Property 5 3.2.3, Example 4, reprinrrd in 4 Tradc Reg. Rep. 1 13,132 (1995) 

(I‘DOPFTC Intellectual Proptrty Guidelines”) (citing cases). 

Because of the high costs and expertise necessary, luge incumbent LECs are often the 

only firms that engage in the research andlor development (or directly fund such research and 

development) of many advanced telecommunications techndogies, especially the “field 

reseaxh” necessary to take a new technology from the lab to a r d  network. But after the 

merger, there will be only four other firms (BellSouth, U S WEST, Arncritcch and SBC-the 

latter two of which have announced their intention to merge) that will be able to compete ir. these 
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innovaticn markets. Such high concentrations in a field with such significant bmiers to enfry 

dearly facilitates the exercise of market power. See DOM3C Intdlmual Property Guidelines 5 

3.2.3, Example 4, (a joint venture eliminating such competition such that there are only three 

other independently controlled entities with similar capabiiities and incentives would cra te  

significant risk of anticompetitive effects in the innovation market). 

THE MERGER WOULD VIOLATE SECTION 271 OF m E  ACT 

The Application should be rejected for a second, independent reason: the proposed 

combination of Bell Atlantic with WE, which offers inttrLATA services originating in Bell 

Atlantic's tmitory, flatly violates Section 271 of the Act. White Bel1 Atlantic and GTE dtscribt 

in some detail the divestiture of cclIu1ar and PCS licenses they plan to malcc in order to bring the 

potentia? merged entity into compliance with Commission rules, see Public Interest Statement 4- 

5,  the Application conspicuously makes no such commitment with respect to GTE's inttrLhTA 

assets. Bell Atlantic apparently seeks to obtain through this merger the facilities in its region 

used by GTE to provide long distance services and "Internet backbone" ~ C W ~ C C S ,  and the 

business of providing services through those facilities, notwithstanding the faet that these are 

undoubtedly interLATA StfYiccs that Bell Mantic is not authorized to provide. 

, 

With regard to Ian3 distance services, Bell Atlantic acknowkdaes that the propostd 

merger would viohte Section 271, but-in a brief footnotc--notes that it will request the 

Commission to provide "transitional relief' from this centn1 rquiremmt of the 

Telecommunications Act (unless Bell Atlantic has obtained Section 271 authority pior to a 

decision on the Application). Because the statute denits the Commission my such authority- 

and because Applicants in any event do not wen attempt to justify such m a o r d i q  relief-the 

Commission cannot grant the Appiication. 
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With regard to GTE's intcrLAT.4 internet backbone facilities, Applicants fail even t o  

acknowledge that Bell Atlantic's proposed o w w h i p  of those facilities violates Section 27 1. 

Because the Commission has already properly rejected as beyond its statutory authority a request 

by Bell Atlantic to forbear 6om applying Section 271 So as to dlow Bell Atlantic "to practcd 

with  current plans to build a regional [Internet] backbone nctworlq"'' the Commission should . 

reject the merger as plainIy in violation of Section 271 in this respect ar well. 

A. Long Distance 

As Applicants are well aware, Bell Atlantic has been forbidden from offering interLATA 

long distance sewices since the brcakup of the Bell System in 1984. In Section 271 of the Act, 

Congress provided that once BcIl AtIantic has been found to have opened its monopoly local 

markets to competition and othmrist complied with the pertinent requirements of the Act, it 

may offer in-rcgion, interLATA scTyiccs. To date, Bell Atlantic has not applied, and could not 

meet the test, for such authority pursuant to Section 27 1. Instcad, it seeks through this merger -to 

make an end mn around Section 271, ecquirt GTE's Io@ distance facilities, and use them to 

originate calts in Bell Atlantic's temtory. 

Commission must deny the applications. 

Because that would be patently unlawful, the 

Even though Section 271 is of central importance to the Act and this acquisition, Bell 

Atlantic confines its discussion of the proposed mtrgtr's violation of that section 'to a two- 

sentence footnote. See Public htmst Statement at 19 n.14. In the fbotnotq 341 Atlantic 

concedes that this aspect of the merger violates Section 271 but states that it "hopes to have 

Petition of Bell Atlantic Corp. for relief from Barriers to Deploymmt of Advanced Ttlecom. 
Sews., CC Docket 98-1 I, at 4 (FCC Jan. 26, 1998) C'Pttition of BA"); Ssr In the Mdtfers of 
Deployment of Ereline Senices meting Advanced Telecommunicaiions Capabilify, CC Docket 
98-147 el ai., TI 69 n.136, (FCC Aug. 7, 1998) C'Stxtiun 706 Or&') (denying request of BeIl 

(continud. I .) 
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needed Section 271 approvals by the time this merger ~toscs. If that process is not complete, 

applicants will request any necessary transitional relief from the Commission.’’ Id This 

sentence essentially treats Section 271 as though it does not exist, and is patently insufficient to 

justify the plain violation of Section 271 that would occur if the proposed transaction were to go 

forward, 

As an initial matter, there is no indication that Bell Atlantic is at all likely to obtain 

approval under Section 271 in all of the states for which it would be requirtd.” To the contrary, 

it seems likely that any such approvds w u t d  occur only well after the Commission has 

otherwise completed review of this transadion. Belt Atlantic has not yet rtcuved approval for 

interLATA entry from any state commission, and Bell Atlantic must still overcome several 

obstacles before any such approval i s  likely. For example, in July of this year in Pennsylvania, 

an AL3 refbed to find that Bell Atlantic’s business services in Pennsylvania were subject to 

competition, I t c  alone that it fully complied with the Act.M As just one significant hurdle that 

Bell Atlantic stilI must overcome in Pennsylvania, independent third party testing of Bel1 

(. . . continued) 
Atlantic and other RBUCs to offer interLATA intcmet backbone services). 
29 For that matter, Applicants fail to provide sufficient information regarding the long distance 
apcrations of GTE such that it can be determined in how many statu Bell Atlantic must obtain 
approval under Section 271. Assuming that GTE is providing its long distance sewice at least in 
all of its I o 4  Operating tenitorits, Bell Atlantic would nwd to obtain relief, at a minimum, in 
Pennsylvania and in Virginia More information would be needed before it could be determined 
which, if any, additional states are implicated. 

See Recommended Decision, Petition of Bell Adan!ic-Pemqhuniu, Inc. For a Determination 
of WTrether the Provision of Business Telecommunications Service is Compfjtive, Docket P- 
00971307, at 4-5 (Pa. PUC July 24, 1998) (ALJ iMicfiae1 C. Scfinittle) CTA ALJ Decision”) 
(concluding that BdI Atlantic “bas not c ~ m c  dose to establishing the mjor fact that must 
establish to prevail here, nameIy, that there is effective competition for business strYicts 
rhoughout BA-PA’s setvict,tcrritory such that BA-PA woutd be unable to sustain price 
increases for its strvices. BA-PA presentation on the issue of competitive presence dots not 
withand the most cursory review.”) (App. G). 
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Atlantic’s operations support systems (‘QSS’’) is just now being planned there.” Given the 

importance of the proper functioning of those systems to competition and to the Commission’s 

inquiry as to Section 271 checklist compliance, it does not seem likely that 3cll Atlantic would 

even apply to obtain authority to operate long distance facilities-inchding those now awned by 

GE-until those tests are succcssfully completed.32 As for Virginia, the proctss there appears 

to be wen further behind that in Pennsylvania. 

Bet1 Atlantic’s “hope[]” that it will nonetheless moot the issue by receiving all the 

necessary Section 271 authorizations prior to action on these appIications is rhus quite irrelevant, 

and in any event, exceedingly unlikely to be fulfilled, This io not the proceeding in which to 

catalogue the numerou~ respects in which Bell Atlantic presently fdb short of satisfying the 

requirements of Section 27 1 in each of the relevant States. However, Bell Atlantic’s assertion of 

hope is merely the latest in a rolling series of Bell Atlantic statements made since passage of the 

Act asserting the Iiketihood of an imminent and successful Section 271 application that never 

ultimately matendizes.” Moreover, even if Bel 1 Atlantic’s latest such predictions prove true, 

31 Cfi id at 44-46 (noting problems with OSS and the need for “permanent monitoring” of 

Of course, numerous other hurdles remain before Section 272, relief is appropriate, indudins, 
for example, whether Bell Atlantic is providing access to combinations of unbundled network 
elements on rwonabls and nondiscriminatory tams. Last year, tht same Pcmylvania ALJ 
found that Bel1 Atlantic’s proposed method of allowing new entrants to combine network 
eItrnmts made “no sense’’ and was “misguided.” PA Aw Decision at 27 (App. G). 
’’ See, @.g, Public Interest Statement, BA-WNEX Merger, Fils No. NSD-L-9610, at 7 (July 2, 
1996) (stating that the applicants “expect to be permitted to offer in-region long distance service 
in some States soon, perhaps by the end of this pal); Mike Mills & Paul Farhi, Is This R Fme 
Market? l7te Teleconrmunicaiionr Aci so Fat: Higher Prices, Few Bmyiis ,  Tht Washington 
Post, Jan. 19, 1997, at H1 (rcpodng that Bell AtIantic President Jim Cullen “said his company 
will file a [271] application for this region by April”); Timothy J. Mullaney, Bell Ailantic Asks 
To Dial Long Dishmce, The Baltimore Sun, March 15, 1997, at 15C (reporting that B Hell 
Atlantic filing is “expected to come in June or July,“ which “Be11 Atlantic hopes Will let it offer 
long distance r t M c e  by this falr’); Letter of James A Nappi, Seerctuy, New Jersey Board of 

(continued. . .) 
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they wouid still be insufficient, for Bell Atlantic is now stating only that it “plans to seek FCC 

permission next year to offer long-distance service in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania [as well 

as New York]“, making no mention, for example, of Virginia, where GTE apparently offers 

interLATh seTvice.34 

If Bell Atlantic has not obtained Section 271 relief by the time the Commission is ready 

to act on this Application, the Application must be denied on that ground alone. In addition, the 

Commission should reject Applicants’ alternative suggestion that, if Section 271 relief has not 

been granted, Bell Atlantic couId obtain “transitional relief’ from Section 272. Nothing in the 

Act provides for any type of interim or transitional relief. To the contraq, the A a  squarely 

forecloses such procedures. Section IO(d) of the Act, 47 U.S*C. 8 260(d), provides that the 

“Commission may not forbear fiom applying the requirements of section 25I(c) or 271 . . . until 

it determines that those requirements have been fully implerntnted.” Applicants’ concept of 

(. . . continued) 
Public Utilitits to all Interested Pmies, BPU Docket No. T097030166, at 1 (March 3 1, 1997) 
(“BA-NJ has indicated its intention is to  file its application with the FCC to enter the in-region 
inierLATA market by no later than April 30, 1997); Seidenberg Talks of Long-Distance, 
Regulafoty Dreams, Communications Today, Sept. 9, 1997 (in a news briefing, Bell Atlantic 
Vice Chairman Ivan Seidenberg “said he anticipates that by the end ofthe year Be11 Atlantic will 
file a Section 271 application With the FCC for New YorIq well as a second state, such as 
Maryland or Pennsylvania . . . . Stidenberg said he anticipates the company’s first appromi to 
provide long-distance ~CrYice will come sometime in the spring of 1998”); Andrtw Brmks, Bell 
Atlantic Wants Long Df-ce, The Times Union (Albany, Ny), Nov. 7, 1997, at El (reporting 
that Bell Atlantic in New York “hopes to get approval fiom the FCC as soan [as] January 1998” 
and that Tmes CulIm of Bell Atlantic “said the company  expect^ to file applications in other 
states in the next three to four months and in evmy state in its Maine-to-Virginia region by the 
end of first quarter of 1999”); David Trotster, Competition Heating Up In Long-Distance 
Murk&, Busiaess First of BufFaIo, March 9, 1998, at 13 (reporting that Bdl Atlantic “plans to 
file an application this spring with the FCC] to offer fongdiSance”); RoseRobin Pedone, 
Deregulation Sparks h i n g s ,  Innovation, LI Business News, Apt. 27, 1998, at 27 C’Bell 
[AtIantic] will now fila an application with the [FCC] by the fourth quartet‘). 

El Stre Ronald Roscnkrg, “AT&T’s Chairman h m n g  Hits Belt Atlantic Claims, Disputes 
(continued. . .) 
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transitiona1 relief would apparently entail a limited form of relief while (or before) &I1 Atlantic 

applies for full approvd under Section 271, but the plain text of the Act precludes any sort of 

relief until the Commission finds that the checklist is “filly implemented“ and the other relevant 

requirements of that provision f d I y  satisfied. 47 U.S.C. 8 271(d)(3)(A)(i). 

B. Internet Backbone Services 

The Applicatiob is entirely devoid of any specific acknowIedgtrnmt that the proposed 

merger violates Section 272 in a second respect: under the proposed transactio& Bell Atlantic 

seeks to acquire and operate in its region GTE’s inttrLATA internet backbone facilities. & with 

GTE’s long distance fadities, Bell Atlantic is precluded by Section 271 from owing or 

operating these facilities, and accordingly the merger must be denied for this reuon as well. 

Internet backbone facilities are used to route Irrttrnct traffc between Internet Service 

Providers (“ISPs”) and to interconnect with other Internet Backbone Providers (“BPs”). X I -  

WorZdCom Order 7 143. The facilities consist of “rouIers connected together by high-speed data 

lines,” id 1 143 n.383, and arc interconnected at various network access points (“NAPS”). “The 

. essential service provided by IBPs is transmission of information between all-users of the 

Internet,” id 9 144, and because those users are typically scattered throughout the country and 

even the world, BPs nectssdly are providing an inttrLhTA sewice. See id 7 148 (“These 

I n t a c t  backboae s h c t s  can ensure the delivery of information from any source to any 

destination on the Zntcmct”). 

GTE is an B P  with facilities throughout the United States, and s c v d  of its backbone 

facilities appear to bc located within Bell Atlantic’s territory, including stvcral points of 

(. . . continued) 
Claims of Opening Local Market,” Boston Gfobe, Nov. 6,1998, at C2. 
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presence (“POPS”) in Bell Atlantic :e+toics, such as Boston, Cambridge, ;vlil New York City, 

Phjhdetphia, BaItirnore, Washington, Vienna, and Richmond. See GTE Inttmctworking, Map 

ofxetwork Backbone as of 4398, United States, available at www.bbn,coq (dated 7/98). These 

POPs are linked via high speed data links to sites across the countr)c and the world, including 

Atlanta, Chicago, Oakland, San Jose, and Palo Alto. Id GTE Intemttworking, G E ’ s  IBP 

subsidiary, also has announced plans to further expand these facilities, including additional 

points of presence to be Iocated in Bell Atlantic’s territory in Providence, Rochester, Albany, 

Newark, and Pittsburgh. See GTE Internetworking, Map of Nehvork Backbone BS of Year End 

1999, available at www,bbn.com (dated 7/98), 

Because GTE’s Internet backbone faciIities provide interLATA services, are located in 

parr in Belt Atlantic’s territories, and presumably carry some intcrLATA traffic that originate in 

those territories, Bel[ Atlantic’s proposed acquisition of these facilities and provision of those 

sewices violates Section 271. See 47 U.S.C, $ 6  153(42), 271 (defining “interLATA semices’’ 

and prohibiting RBOC provision of in-region, inttrLATA krviccs). Tndccd, both GTE and Bell 

Atlantic have conceded that Section 271 prohibits RBOCs from awning and operating Internet 

backbone facilities. In commenting on the market for Internet backbone services in the 

WorldCom/MCI merger proceedings, GTE stated that “[plottntial new entrants include AT&T 

and the Be11 operating companies. The latter, however, Will require significant regulatory relief 

to mtti this market, and the prospects for such relief in the near tm r d n  uncertain.” 

Comments of GTE Sew, Corp. on WorIdComlMCI’s Joint &ply to Paitions to Deny and 

Comments, CC Docket 97-21 1, at 73 (FCC March 13, 1998). Bell Atlantic’s Presidmt, Ivan 
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Seidtnbtrg, likewise admitred that “under current regulation . . . Bell Atlantic is prohibited from 

making the investments in [hternctt] backbone nctworks.”” 

Indeed, Bell Atlantic effectively conceded-as it had tc-that Section 271 precludes it 

from owning Internet backbone facilities when it filed a petition with the Commission asking it 

to forbear from enforcing Section 271 against any Internet backbone facilities it sought to 

provide and operate. See Petition of B A  at 3 (requestins, among other things, that the 

Commission “pennit Bell Atlantic to provide high-speed broadband swvices,” inchding Internet 

backbone services, “without regard to present LATA boundaries”)* The Cornrnissian denied 

Bell Atlantic’s request, and found that “because of the central importance of the requirements in 

Sections 251(c) and 271 to opening local markets to competition," those sections ate the 

“cornastones of the framework Congress established in the 1996 Act.” Section 706 Order IT 76. 

Accordingly, the Commission found that it must apply Section 271 consistently with its term 

a d  refuse to allow Bet1 Atlantic and other RBOCs to o m  and offer interLhTA Internet 

backbone facilities. Id 79 65-82. 

Thus, rhe plain terms of the Act, Applicants’ own concesssions, and the Commission’s 

prior decision confirm that Bell Atlantic’s proposed acquisition of GTE’s Internet backbone 

facilities and provision of senices through those facilities would violate Section 271. XS with 

Bcll Atlantic’s proposed acquisition of GTE’s other long distance facilities, there is no basis to 

concludc either t h t  Bdl Atlantic will secure the necessaiy relief before the Cornmission ads in 

this case or that the Act cnablcs 3cll Atlantic to obtain for soma sort of transitional or interim 

reIitf 5om Section 27 1. Thus, the Commission shouId deny the merger. 

’’ See Ivan Seidcnberg, Telecommuni~tionr Acr Is Doing ThC Job, The Timer Union (XIbany, 
Ny), Feb. 28, 1998, at A7. 
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m. THE PROPOSED MERGER WOULD PRODUCE NO COUNTERVAKLYG PRO- 
CO3WMER BENEFITS 

Applicants’ recitation of purported pro-competitive benefits of the merger cannot 

remotely justify a finding that this merger would stme the pubIic inttrcsr. To begin with, unless 

Bell Atlantic receives the rtquisite Section 271 approvals first, the cIaims of pro-competitive 

benefits arc wholly irrdevaot. Jer supra Section u. While the Commission may balance pro- 

competitive benefits asainst anticompetitive hams in dettnnining whether an othenvise lawful 

merger is in the pubIic interest, it cannot approve a merger that violates the Act bccausc of 

alleged other benefits. In such instances, Congress has already made the definitive determination 

of where the public interest ties. . 

I n  all events, however, even i f  Bell Atlantic were first to receive the necessary Section 

271 authorizations (or GTE were to divest its Ion3 distance and lntmet backbone operations), 

thus eliminating that obstacle, the other anticompctitive effects of this transaction are so 

significant and profound that it is difficult to imagine m y  countervailing benefits that could 

possibly outweigh the harmful effects of the transaction. See strpra Section I. Applicants’ 

principal claimed benefit-that the merger will finally hlfill the A d s  promise of vigorous local 

competition-falls well shoit of satisfying this burden. Even though over two and half ytzrs 

have passed since the Act removed the entry barriers that precluded the incumbent LEGS fiom 

entering and competing in tach other’s tenitmy, and even though two other RBOC merprs have 

not yet produced any sustained effort by an R8OC to invade the others’ local bottIentcks, 

Applicants wodd have this Commission concrude that the apprwal of “this merger wiilfim&‘ 

enable one of the Bell Companies to artack the local markets of the other Bells.” Public Interest 

Statement at 1 (emphasis added). Given the incumbent LECs’ unanimous defiance of their 

markct-opening obligations under the Act and their historic unwillinp~ss to compete against one 
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another, there is significant reason to doubt that the state of local competition can be “instantiy,” 

id, improved rncrely by approval this merger. Indeed, a comparison of the Application and 

Applicants’ pubIic statements makes char that Applicants have made no commitment to upset 

the rmus quo by competing with ather RBOCs. 

A. Applicants Have Made No Commitment To Enter Out-Of-Region Local 
,Markt ts 

Appticznts’ proposed out-of-region local entry strategy cannot be squared with the 

public statements made by their Chairmen immediately prior to and following the merger 

announcement. First, as rtcentIy as February, 1998, in GTE’o annual report-which is iswed 

under penalty of the federal securities laws-GTE’s Chainnan made clear that its out-of-region 

entry was not in the dishtest dependent on a merger. He stated that GI€ “must have a national 

prtstnce,” and therefore had “launched GTE Communications Corporation, a competitive local 

exchange carrier that will market the full spcctrum of GTE swim in key markets, withhoui 

regard to franchise boundaries-” GTE 1997 Annual Report at 2 (Statement of Charles R Lee) 

(emphasis added). He further stated that “[wJt’rc confident about GTE’s ability tu succeed in 

the competitive markttplace without entering into a major transaction or combination with 

another company. In other words, we can go it alone and win.” Id at 3 (emphasis in original). 

Rut at a press conference held to ~ O U R C C  the mcrgtr, Applicants’ Cha incn  failed to respond 

to three separate questions regarding whether the merged company would commit to entering 

out-of-region markets and instead indicated that the company intended to focus in -r~g ion .~~  

Hence, if anphing, Applicants’ enthusiasm for out-of-region entry has Iessmed since the merger. 

35 See Bell Atlantic-GTE Press Conference (July 28, 1998) r0ur  key focus . . . will be 
capitalizing on opportunities where wc already have placej.’T; id priority is our current 
activities, our current franchises. . . , We wilt also. . continue to look for opportunities outside 

(continued. . .] 
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Moreover, Applicants’ bare assertions regarding their entry plans are entirely 

unsupported by any evidence of a firm entry commitment and lack the critical detail that the 

Cornmission requires to tvahaft  the purported benefits of entry.” Indeed, Applicants 80 out of 

their way to avoid making my commitment to this Commission to enter out-of-region markets. 

Applicants devote only a few terse scnttncts of their Application to describing these plans, 

Public lntcrtst Statement at 6 7 ;  Kisstll Dtcl. B 24, and make no pItdge to this Commission 

regarding those plansm3’ Notably, they have submitted no sworn testimony detailing their entry 

strategy. Rather, the only indication of their entry plans that Applicants provide is their 

reference (which itself lacks citation) that “GTE’s chainnan recently testified to Conge& that 

the combined company plam to enter at least 21 [out-of-region] markets.” Public lntcrtst 

Statement at 6. See also Kisscl Ded. 57 7, 14.39 

(. - . continued) 
our franchise. We will do so ody on M economic basis and those economics are still taking 
shape as wc go forward.”). 

Applicants’ discussion of telecommunications stock prices in the wake of their merger 
. announcement, HazIttt Deci. 77 3-6, also provides no support for heir  claim. The Commission 

has oncc before brushed aside such evidence, see MCI-Worldcom Order, 36 n.98, and it 
should do so a g i n  here. h Professors Mayo and Kareman expIain, Applicants’ %tnt study,” 
if anything, supports the hypothesis that the market participants recognized that tht merger 
would only exacerbate Applicants’ existing market power, lading to wen more supra- and anti- 
competitive profits for Applicants’ shareholders-a wult  plainly not in the public interest. &e 
MayoKasscrman M. ll$55-58 (App. A), 
CJ Lctttr of Smators &Wine, Kohl, Leahy, and Thurmond to Chairman Kmnard (Sept. 16, 

1998), at 1 (emphasizing the nted for the Commission to develop mechanisms for 
“guarantct[ing] that competitive promises of the merging panics are kept”). 

Appiicaats’ s+-called pledge of entry provides yet moth instance of their manipulation of the 
term “pIans.” h this context, Applicants mmpt to convince the Commission ofthe competitive 
benefrts of the merger by, refming to purportedry firm “pIans” to mter out-of-region local 
markets. See Public Interest Statement at 6; KisseIl Dtcl. TV 7, 14. However, whm they 
attempt to eonvince the Commission that Bell Atlantic had no “plans” to enter GTE’s markets, 
Applicants refuse to characterkc as “plans” either its “pursu[it ofl , , . opportunkits” to sene 
cusfomtrs at D u k s  Airport or its “discuss[ions] with Cox Communications” to partner and serve 

(continued. . .) 
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Applicants’ complete failure So provide any details regarding their out-of-region entry 

plans starkly contrasts with what GTE has demanded in the past of merger applicants to evaluate 

assertions that a merger will bentfit For example, in the MCI-WorldCorn 

procctding, GTE stridently criticized MCl and WorIdCom for providing an a p p I i d o n  that was 

“devoid of facts and uncorroborated by documentation,” and that “Iack(edJ any detailed 

description” of their claims that their merger would aIlow them to compete more efecriveIy in 

the local markets against the RBOCs. See GTE Petition to Deny at iii, 42-45 G E  specifically 

demanded that 

the Commission should, at a minimum, require applicants ta specify in detail (1) 
a11 of the local markets in which tach company was planning to constmct 
facilities; (2) when construction began; (3) the proposed construction time 
periods; (4) the extent to which and when each company has or will terminate 
thtir  existing constmction plans as a result of this merger; and ( 5 )  the exact routes 
of tach company’s existing and planned network, 

Id at 44 & 11.91. GTE a h  a r g c d  that the Commission should demand proof of such 

“competitive claims” to be made by “documentary and other evidence” that must in part “have 

been in existence prior to the announced merger.” Id 

Ignoring GTE’s own prior demands for “facts,” “detaiI[s]” and “documenta[tionJ,” 

Applicants here provide the Commission with virtually no information about their out-of-region 

entry strategy. For exampre, Applicants fail to discuss-and certainly do not document-the 

types of facilities they will, use in their outsf-region entry, i .a ,  whether they will construct their 

-~ - - -. - . . 

(. , , continued) 
customers in Virginia Beach. See Public Interest Statement at 32-33 n.30 (stating that this 
conduct docs not equal “making any plans”). 
In this regard, Applicants‘ post-merger out-of-region entry plans arc even less definite than the 

plans announced by Amcrittch-SBC, which themselves were lacking in detail, equivowl, and 
insufficimtty pro-competitive when weighed against the anticompetitive Sects of the merger. 
Sea AT&T Pet. to D a y  at 33-38. 
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own facilities or simply usc those of incumbents. Nor do they provide any indication ofthe 

types of customers they will target. And they certainly do not disclose the “exact routes of each 

company’s existing and planned network.” GTE Pet. To Deny at 44 n.91. Because Applicants 

have not made a specific commitment to this Commission to enter out-of-region local markets- 

let alone provided the detail necessary to evaluate the benefits of that tntry--the Commission 

should summarily disregard Applicants’ cIaims, contrived for purposes of this application, that 

the proposed merger will allow them 10 compete out-of-region on a “widespread and effective 

basis.” Public Interest Statement at 1 .  

B. Applicants N e d  Not  Merge To Become Viable Out-Of-Region Cornpetiton 

Although consumers could benefit if incumbent LECs would begin implementing out-of- 

region entry plans to hdp break their counterparts’ monopoly eontroI of focal phone markets, 

Applicants were already welt-positioned to do so before the merger. Applicants do not need to 

merge to enter out-of-region local markets, but only to rid themselves of their lon~-standing 

distaste for head-to-head competition against other incumbent LECs. As Commissioner Tristani 

has noted, Applicants in proceedings such as these “must show us they simply can‘t compete 

out-of-region in a mcaningfuI way without acquiring [the other]. I look foward to hearing thek 

expIanations.’*‘’ 

No such explanation exists in the case of this proposed mtrger, It simply is ludicrous to 

btlieve that Applicants must cont~ol 35 percent of the access lints in the United States to 

compete with other local d t r s .  See also Remarks of Commissioner Ness at 5 (“I have yet to 

be convinced that the only way we can ever get large incumbent telephone companies to 

”Mergers, Consumers, and the FCC,” Remarks of Commissioner Gloria Tristani before the 
Narionai Association of Regulatory Utilhy Commissioners, at 6 (Nov. 8, 1998) (Ternarks of 

(continued. . .) 
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compete against other large incumbent local tclephone companies is if they all first reach some 

grgantuan threshold of size. This is not sumo westIinS.’‘); Remarks of Commissioner Tn’stani 

at 6 (“In all candor, I’m a link skeptical: of the notion that a SZ5 billion dollar company needs to 

get bigger before It can compete successfuIly out-of-region”),‘2 The dubious nature of 

Applicants’ claims that they can compete only by merging is further exposed by their additional 

assertions that, in their own tenitorits, they are subject to effective competition by new entrants 

that art a fraction of Applicants’ current size. Viewed in this Ii@, Applicants’ generalized 

claims that a merger is required for effective out-of-region entry are at best questionable. 

Applicants advance three specific reasons why a merger might make them more effective out-of- 

region competitors, see Public Interest Statement at 7 & Kissell DtcI. 7 3, but any careful 

examination reveals that all three art specious and that tach Applicant could effectively compete 

outsf-region on its own. 

1. Capital Investment 

First, Applicants assert that they require “substantial investments” to obtain the facilities 

necessary to offer out-of-region Iocal scrvicts. Public Interest Statement at 7; KisscII Decl. $7 5,  

9, 12. As the attached affidavit of Dr. Stcphm Levinson (Y,evinson ME”) shows, however, 

both GTE and Bell Atlantic are already easily large enough to attract the necessary capital to 

fund their outsf-region entry. Levinson M. $7 2-12 (App. H). As Dr. Levinson discusses, 

(. . . continued) 
Commissioner Tristani”). 
42 Given Bell AtIantic’s misting size, the c l a i m i ~ e n  if entirely tnte-tht the merged 
company would mer 20 out-of-region markets is less than impressive. AT&T Pet. to Deny at 
41 (citing admissions). By comparison, in its mtrgt r  apprication with hcritcch, SBC admitted 
that, as it existed before its proposed merger, it could enter 15 out-of-region markets. Bell 
Atlantic, which was already large and which grew in size by virtue of its merger with NYSXX, 
is a much larger company than SBC, and therefore should be able to enter on its own at least that 

(continued. . -> 
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several competitive LECs-all of which are much smaller than either Bell Atlantic or GTE- 

have been able to obtain necessary capital for their entry into local markets. Given these 

competitive LECs’ experience, it is highly improbable that G E  or Bell Atlantic cannot raise 

enough capita1 to enter out-of-region markets without merging with one Of course, u 

explained above, the problem with competing against an incumbent LEC is not access to capital 

but instead that incumbent LECs have suc~essfbll y thwarted the market-opming requirements of 

the Act--a fact that this merger will do nothing to change. 

Proximate Facilities 2. 

Applicants’ second type of merger benefit-that Bell Atlantic will gain “proximate 

facilities” from GTE that enable it to enter out-of-region local markets, Public Interest Sratement 

at 1, 7; Kissell Dcel, fl &must also be trtattd with extreme skepticism, for two reasons. First, 

in the Bell Atlantic-NYNEX merger p r o d i n g ,  Bell Atlantic claimed that its facilities in 

northern New Jersey did not allow it to enter into NyNEXo lucrative New York City market. 

See Public Interest Statement, Be11 A t l a n t i c - M X ,  Tracking No. 96-0221, at 18-19 (FCC July 

2, 1996) (claiming that Bell Atlantic and NWEX could not compete with one another, and 

actually “arc at a disadvantage relative to others,” even though they “have facilities across the 

Hudson River fiom tach other in the New York City area. . . . [Sjwitching facilities at a remove 

of several miles amss a river-= opposed to directly on-site . . . offer Bell Atlantic add 

(. . . continued) 
many markets. 

Once again, AppIicarrts’ Mure to present firm evidmct to support thek d i m s  that they are 
unabit to raise needed capital contradicts GTE’s previous arguments in the MCI-WotIdCom 
merger proceeding, where GTE argued that the Commission should disregard b e  claimed pro- 
competitive benefits of that merger because the appIicants had not “proved that [thcy] 
individually cannot attract sufficient capital to be an agsressive l a d  competitor.” GTE Pet. TO 
Deny at 45. 



irp(NEX no pariicular advantage for serving high density traffic.”) (emphasis added); 

Declaration of Nancy Sayer, Tracking No. 96-0221, TT 5 (FCC Oct. 23, 1996) (“The presence of 

Bell Atlantic facilities in New Jersey is irrdewm to any rationally efficient and reasonably 

priced proposal to provide competitive local exchange facilities in the NylvwL region.”) 

(emphasis added). By contrast, in this application Bell Atlantic now lists as proximate facilities 

that enable its out-of-region entry GTE‘s facilities in “neighboring suburbs” of such cities as 

hdianapolis, Orlando, Jacksonville and Poreland. Public Interest Statement a~ 1-2. 

Second, Applicants’ claims that “truly proximarc facilities” arc “rtquire[d]” for 

econarnical local entry, id- at 7, are contradicted by theit asstrtions that Applicants could not 

enter each other’s territory, even though they already own proximate facilities in several key 

areas. Id at 29-33; Kirsell Dtcl. 15. Based on Applicants’ own contradictory statements, there 

is tittle reason for the Commission to have confidence tither that proximate facilities arc 

“required’ for entry or that Applicants have the ability to identify and to u t  efficiently any such 

proximate facilities. Rather, whiIe proximate facilities can certaidy help facilitate entry, 

Congress in the Act mandated that incumbent LECs allow entrants to purchase access to their 

network elements in order to sflow entry regardless of ownership of proximate facilities. Of 

course, as explained above in Section 11, to the mtent Applicants’ have been successful in 

making this trrtry vehicle unattractive, it cannot be used as a reason to justify this merger. 

3. Anchor Tenantsi%rand Recognition 

Applicants’ final d i m  is that only through a merger can the companies attract “anchor” 

customers or develop a national brand to exploit. Pubfic Interest Statement at 7; Kisscl DecI. 

17. Again, the Commission should not put much faith in the claims of large “global,” 

Application at 3, cornpanits that they do not have strong brands. Bath GTE and Bell A?lantic 
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have strong brands. Indeed, GTE drezdy does national advertising. Moreover, both companies 

have sufficient brands to enable them to develop extensive wireless presences throughout the 

country, and other sewices throughout the world. And each Applicant’s brand is ccitainly well 

hwn by the large “anchor” tenants they claim they need to succeed. Accordingly, the 

Commission should reject Applicants’ claims that their prtsent brand is insufficient to dlow 

them to compete. 

In sum, Applicants’ efforts to portray themsdves as ineffeaive out-of-rtgion competitors 

simply is not consistent with the facts. Each Applicant currently has extensive experience with 

local tckphonc markets, is easily largr enough already to raise the funds needed for their 

relatively modest out-of-region strategy, and therefore could be competing cffeaively today. 

IV. BELL ATLANTIC’S RESPONSE TO TEfE LMERGER COMMITMENTS 
IMPOSED BY THE CO~MI+lTSSTON IN CONNECTION WITH ITS 
ACQUISITION OF NYNEX PRECLUDES APPROVAL OF THIS APPLICATION 

Finally, and in aH events, no set of conditions can transform this athemist 

anticompetitive combination into one that sefves the public interest. Bell Atlantic’s 

extraordinary response to the conditions imposed in the Bell Atlantic-NYNEX merger 

proceeding has made plain that it believes that the Commission has no authority tO enforce 

such conditions and that it Will simply ignore any condition imposed in this proceeding that 

might subject its monopoIy to effective competition. 

More specifically, in the Bell Atlantic-WXiX merger proceeding the Commission 

recognized that the proposcd transaction substantially increased the Iikelihood that the merged 

entity would “increase prices, reduce quality or restrict output.” BA-NKWXMerget. Order II 1 1. 

Xeeotdingty, the Commission imposed a number of conditions that it found w e  arsenlid to 

“mitigat[e] . . . the competitive harms that we othtrwise foresee,” and that then mabled the 
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Commission to make a finding that, on balance, the merger would sewe the public interest. 

Id. 14. Of particular importance in the prior proceeding were the “pricing and non-recuing 

charge conditions“ that required Bell Atlantic to make avaiIabk access to its network facilities to 

new entrants at rates based on “fonvard-lookfig, economic costs.“ Id 7 185. The Commission 

d e t m i n t d  that these conditions woutd lower b a n k s  to entry, id TT 14, 195, and check the 

exercise of market power by Bell Atiantic, id. 77 14, 1: 92. 

Bell Atlantic, however, from day one treated these conditions as both substantively 

meaningless and procedurally uncnforceabIe. Rather than  revise its network element and 

interconnection rates to bring them into conformancc with the merger conditions, or even cngagc 

in negotiations with new entrants on the issue, Bell Atlantic continued to advocate the exact 

same rates as it had prior to the merger and, indeed, wen sought to overturn decisions by th: few 

state commissions that recognized Bell Atlantic’s network element rates for what they redly 

were-attempts to recover embedded, backwards-looking costs and preclude competition on the 

mcrits.44 

The result is that, for this and other reasons, twg years after consummating its merger 

with NYNEX, Bell Atlantic continues to enjoy I monopoly in its territory from Virginia to 

Maine, MCI- WorIdCom Merger Order fi 158, and consumers continue to be dtnitd the benefits 

of the competition intended by the: Act. Moreover, Bell Atlantic’s massive resistance to the 

fonvard-looking, economic cost pricing standard continues to embroil new cntrmts in cody and 

Complaint of AT&T Corp., file No. 598-05, ITV 19-27, 79-82 (FCC Nov. 16, 1997) 
C’AT&T Merger Complaint”); Opening Brief of AT&T Corp. in Support of Complaint, file No. 
E-93-05, at 4 4 4 8  (FCC March 13, 1998) (“AT&T CompIaint Op. Br.”); Affidavit of John 

S U P P O ~ ~  of complaint, File No. E-98-05, ai 27-30 FCC Apr. 1, 1998) rAT%T Complaint 
Reply. Br.”). 

Langhwstr 77 7-24 (AT&T Complaint Qp. Br., App. C); Reply Brief of AT&T COV. in 
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time-consuming litigation in every State served by the pre-merger Bell Atlantic-the very thing 

that the merger conditions were designed 10 avoid. AT&T CompIaint Reply Br. at 5 .  

Thus, while the merger conditions were intended to break down barriers to tntrv, rhc 

result was the opposite. AT&T and MCI were forced to flIc complaints with the Commission to 

obtain Be11 Atlantic’s compliance with the very m e  conditions Bel1 Atlantic had supposedly 

already committed to obeying. Bell Atlantic’s response, moreover, showed that it considered 

these conditions to be a mcTt “ d a d  letter.” Opening Brief of Bell Atlantic Corp., File No. E-98- 

05, at 4 (FCC March 13, 1998) (“BA Complaint Op. Bt.”). According to Bell Atlantic, the 

complaints should be dismissed because the Commission lacks any authority to adjudicate 

whmhtr Bell Atlantic had in fact complied with the, rncrger conditions.‘’ This is manifest 

nonsense. Sections 214, 303 and 310 of the Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. $8 214, 

303, 3 10, expressly authorize the Commission to determine whether proposed mergers are in the 

“public interest.” The COURS have repeatedly upheld the Commission’s tight-indeed, its duty- 

to impose protective conditions aimed at mitigating the potential anticompetitive effects of a 

merger. BA-MNEXMerger order 31-32, 35 (citing cases). Whether Bell Atlantic has met 

its obligations to this Commission under the 1934 Act is a matter that only the Commission can 

decide. BelI Mantic’s motion to the Cornmission to dismiss AT&T’s and MCI’s complaints on 

this graund amounted to little more than an invitation to the Commission to betray its promise, 

embodied in thdxnerger pricing conditions, to ensure the development of effective competition in 

spite of Bel1 ~t~antic’s  market power.“ 

4J Motion to Dismiss of Bell Atlantic Corp., File No. E-98-05, af 9-12 (FCC Dee. 15, 1997) 
(“BA Mot. te Dismiss”); BA Complaint Op. Br. at 7-10. 

&e generdy Opposition of AT&T COT. to Motion to Dismiss, FiIc No. E-98-05, at 8-18 
(FCC Dec. 29, 1997) (“AT&T Opp. to Mot. to Dismiss”); AT&T Complaint Op. Br. at 4-5; 

(continued I , .> 
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In sum, Bell Atlantic has treated the merger conditions-and the public interesr that they 

are designed to protect-as mere inconveniences to be ignored. But having done so Be11 Xtlantic 

has demonstrated that such conditions cannot be counted on to constrain its market power. And 

because, as explained above, the Bell Atlantic-GTE merger is even more anticompetitive than 

the Bell AtIantic-NWEX merger-foreclosing not only loa1 competition, but &O competition 

in the long distance and data services markets as well--the Application must be denied ourright. 

- .. 

(. . . continued) 
AT&T Complaint Reply 3r. at 4-6. 



COiYCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, the AppIication to transfer licenses should be denied. 
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